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Weather

Bowling Green, Ohio

Volume 74, Issue 143

Police defendants acquitted in King case
Jury deadlocks on one assault charge, mistrial declared on that count
by Linda Deutsch
The Associated Press

Looking brighten
Thursday, mostly sunny.
High in the lower 60s. Winds
north S to IS mph. Thursday
night, mostly clear. Low
near 40. Friday, partly
cloudy with a slight chance
of showers. High In the up• per 60s. Chance of rain 30
percent.

Inside The News
Tekes return:
Tau Kappa Epsilon
fraternity was recognized
by the Interfraternity Council with a unanimous vote
Monday night.
And while some concern
was voiced about whether
the time was right for the
fraternity to return. Director of Greek Life Wayne
Colvin and IFC President
Jeff Merhige said the Tekes
were never unrecognized by
the University.

SIMI VALLEY, Calif. - Four
white Los Angeles police officers
were acquitted Wednesday of assault charges in the videotaped
beating of black motorist Rodney
King, a case that shocked the nation and toppled the city's police
chief.
The jury was deadlocked on
one other assault charge against
one of the officers, and a mistrial
was declared on that count.
The verdicts, in the seventh
day of deliberations, came after a
year of political uproar sparked
by the graphic videotape of a
black man being beaten by white
officers, denounced in many

quarters as brutality.
Several hours after the verdicts were announced, several
hundred demonstrators rushed
the main doors at the Police Department's Parker Center headquarters in downtown Los Angeles. They backed off as helmeted
officers blocked the doors. One
man was arrested and objects
were thrown at officers.
Television news cameras also
showed sporadic acts of violence
and lootings throughout the city's
largely black south side.
Earlier, a small crowd jeered
as co-defendants individually left
the courthouse amid tight security. About 40 protesters showed
up later at the scene of the beating.
The jury acquitted the officers

of the more serious assault
charge and secondary charges,
but deadlocked on one count of
excessive force against Officer
Laurence Powell.
A hearing was scheduled for
May 15 to decide whether to
prosecute Powell on the undecided count.
The officers faced four to seven-and-a-half years in prison if
convicted on all charges.
The trial lasted nearly three
months in a case that strained
race relations in Los Angeles and
forced the resignation announcement of police Chief Daryl
Gates.
The jury deadlocked on a
charge against Officer Laurence
Powell of using excessive force.
Powell, 29, and the others -

Sgt. Stacey Koon, 41, and officers Timothy Wind, 32, and
Theodore Briseno, 39 - were acquitted of all other charges.
The officers were charged
with assault with a deadly
weapon and excessive force by
an officer under color of authority. Koon and Powell also were
charged with filing a false police
report, and Koon with being an
accessory after the fact.
Wind, a probationary officer,
was fired after the indictments.
The others were suspended.
Gates and some other Los Angeles authorities feared that acquittals might spark unrest.
Police had earmarked $1 million
in overtime in case. Black
leaders, who spent weeks appealing for calm, denounced Gates'

plan as inflammatory.
The jury, which included no
blacks, heard from 54 witnesses
whose recollections of the violent
night of March 3,1991, often conflicted.
Most of the testimony came
from police officers and police
employees, with three of the defendants testifying.
The most powerful evidence
remained the videotape. On a
large-screen TV that dominated
the courtroom, attorneys played
it again and again at varying
speeds.
Illuminated by the glare of
police car headlights, it was a
nightmare vision of a black man
writhing under the baton blows
See Verdict, page four.

Long Day At Work

JSec page six.

On Campus
Express yourself:
Perfect Seed is sponsoring
an open forum today at 8:30
p.m. in the Assembly Room,
on the second floor of
McFall Center.
This event is open to all
who wish to attend.

Outside campus
Taking a walk?:
Wood County Sheriffs
Department officials were
contacted at about 12:30 a.m.
Wednesday by an Adrian,
Mich., woman who said her
13-year-old son had left her
car and was walking north
on Interstate 75 after she refused to let him sit in the vehicle's front seat. A sheriffs
department deputy reported
that at about 6:00 a.m. the
boy had been located and returned to his mother. The
deputy was not available for
comment.

AIDS trial begins:

CLEVELAND (AP) - Jury
selection began Wednesday
on the suit filed on behalf of
a Trumbull County woman
who died four years after
she received HIV-infected
blood at Geauga Community
Hospital.
The trial on the suit filed
on behalf of Cora Imke, 67,
who died Dec. 18,1987, began before Cuyahoga
County Common Pleas
Judge Thomas J. Pokorny.
In October 1983 she
received a unit of blood infected with human immunodeficiency virus, which can
lead to AIDS, after having
her arthritic left knee replaced with an artificial
knee.

Lottery
CLEVELAND (AP) - Here
are Wednesday night's Ohio
Lottery selections:
Super Lotto:
2-9-14-18-28-47
The jackpot is $4 million.
Kicker: 5-1-5-2-9-0
Pick 3 Numbers: 6-0-8
Pick 4 Numbers: 2-3-8-6
Cards: Eight of Hearts
Three of Clubs
Nine of Diamonds
Ace of Spades
Compiled from stuff and
wire reports.

The BC Nc w i/J.y Murdock

While most people went to class and took notes Tuesday afternoon, Maria Boni and
more than 25 of her associates assembled rifles, threw hand grenades and fell off
Doyt L. Perry Stadium. These events were part of the second annual Black Swamp
Stakes, an ROTC competition among BGSU students. Other events Included map
orientation, communication and crossing a one-rope bridge. The competition was de-

signed to help prepare ROTC Juniors for their summer training at Fort Bragg. During the four-mile, hour-and-a-half course, Bonl took some water after her run to the
map orientation course (below left), had some difficulty repelling off the stadium
(upper left) and strained to cross the one-rope bridge (right).

Budget crunch, critics haunt Voinovich
Council says tax hike
to result in less students
by John Ctialfant
The Associated Press

Gee sends apology
for alleged misquote
by John Challant
fhe Associated Press

COLUMBUS-- Gov. George Voinovich met privately
Wednesday with his Republican colleagues who control
the Senate to smooth over differences about cutting
spending and raising taxes.
Voinovich agreed to give Senate Republicans a voice
in determining cuts in state aid that he said will have to
be imposed to help offset a projected $576 million state
budget deficit.
He also softened an earlier threat to campaign against
Republicans and Democrats alike who fail to support his
proposal to boost revenues by $200 million, partly
through an increase in alcohol and tobacco taxes.
"I think there's a concern among legislators that it's
See Senate, page four.

COLUMBUS - Ohio State University President
Gordon Gee sent a note of apology to Gov.
George Voinovich on Wednesday over a newspaper story in which Gee was quoted as calling
Voinovich "a damn dummy."
Voinovich confirmed receipt of Gee's message, and dismissed the incident with a laugh.
"I did get a nice letter from Gordon indicating
that he was misquoted," Voinovich said.
"I think that one of the things I'm sure he's going to do is stay out of bars at 11:30," Voinovich
said.
See Gee, page seven.

Gov., Republicans work
on Ohio budget proposal
by Rodd Aubrey
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - Taxes are not the answer to budget
problems and will chase consumers to neighboring
states that are cheaper, representatives of a national
legislative group said Wednesday.
The American Legislative Exchange Council attacked
Gov. George Voinovich's proposal to raise taxes on
cigarettes and alcohol. The governor says the "sin
taxes" will help offset the state's $576 million deficit.
"Increased taxes don't always yield increased benefits for people," said Pennsylvania state Rep. Fred
Noye, chairman of ALEC. "They yield increases in
spending and a lot of it is not done in an efficient manner."
Noye (pronounced: noy) warned that consumers along
See Budget, page tin.
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Letters to the Editor
Sponsored research is not a University budget problem
The BG News
I am writing to correct an apparent misunderstanding contained in the editorial titled
"Questions about money," appearing in the April 10 edition of
The News.
In that editorial, you described
fluctuations in "Sponsored
research." You noted that "this
supposed vital area was harpooned in the •*) to '91 budget to
the amount of $300,000 in losses
- sinking from $2 million to $1.7
million. But in typical schizophrenic fashion, the same area
got a $500,000 INCREASE in '91
to '92 - going from $1.7 million to
$2.2 million."
It should be pointed out that
"Sponsored research" funds are
funds for research received by
the University from external
sources, in particular, from federal government agencies, from
state government agencies and
from private foundations.
These funds are not budgeted
from internal BGSU funds but
are competitively awarded to

BGSU faculty and staff for their
research by these external agencies.
Each award is established in a
restricted funds account and can
be spent only for the purposes
stated in the proposal made by
the faculty or staff member.
Therefore, the funds are not subject to any kind of manipulation
in the University budget process.
Nothing in the BGSU budget
process affected the decline of
these funds from one year to the
next nor affect the increase the
following year. In fact, it is a collective compliment to BGSU's
faculty and staff that they were
able to increase those external
awards by an additional halfmillion dollars the following
year.
"Sponsored research" is not
the only type of activity for
which BGSU receives external
funding. Other externally sponsored competitive grants are
received for workshops, public
service activities, educational

program development activities
and equipment.
The amounts received from external agencies for these activities in addition to research were
$4.9 million in 1989 and 1990, $6
million in 1990 and 1991 and $6.4
million for 1991 and 1992. An important point to note about these
amounts is that they are substantially greater than the amounts
for research.
That means that collectively,
BGSU faculty and staff are writFor the past eight months I've
ing more proposals and obtaining presented a body of evidence to
more funds for those kinds of ac- support a disturbing thesis. I've
tivities than for research per se.
used quotations from the famous
These data also indicate an im- and infamous, statistics from
portant point about the role of ex- trusted government bureaus, and
ternal support in a time of state numerous examples of boldbudget woes. Every dollar of in- faced lies from our president and
creased external support for the other white-collar criminals to
salary of a faculty or staff mem- suggest that our socio-economic
ber offsets a dollar of salary sup- system no longer operates in the
port that may be lost due to state interest of the majority of the
budget cuts to BGSU.
people.
Chris Dunn
There is one group however Director
the top 1 percent of U.S. houseResearch Services Office
holds - who appear to have
profited immensely over the last
decade and a half.
Numerous reports released
would include - but not be lim- over the last year show concluited to - increase in participa- sively that income in the U.S. has
tion, increase in physical fitness been grossly maldistributed over
and wellness levels, increase the last decade. The average prestudent retention and increase in tax income of America's aristocparticipant development - the racy between 1977 and 1989 grew
opportunity to leam a variety of by an astounding 77 percent. At
concepts through the broad spec- the same time, middle income
earners saw their pre-tax income
trum of participation.
increase by a scant 4 percent
I am confident the students while the bottom 40 percent of
who will gain from this will have the population saw their wages
a much better opinion of recrea- decrease by an average of S pertional sports programs than Sah. cent (The New York Times,
The budget crisis at this Univer- Mar. 5).
But there are other indications
sity is a very complex issue.
Any attempt to put it in such - just as damning - that our sosimple terms is pointless. Let's cio-economic system now opergive the president and vice ates almost exclusively for the
presidents the chance for their benefit of a handful of selfserving corporate and political
proposals to work.
elites.
Greg Jordan
♦ Thirty-five million AmeriDirector
cans lack health insurance and
Ice Arena
many more are seriously
underinsured. Polls indicate that
the majority of Americans are
completely dissatisfied with the
current system of insurance yet
agenda of Faculty Senate.
politicians tell us there is little
prospect for substantive change
Senate Officers
- because lobbying groups like
BGSU
the AMA and private health insurers who profit from the present system oppose change.
♦ American education is in a
lacked "punch" and were some- state of crisis. However, rather
times Immature, I respect their than proclaiming education a
rights to be printed. I would re- national priority and allocating
spect your right to plant signs the necessary funds to impleright next to theirs or to stand ment educational reform, the
together and rally against what U.S. governing class has slashed
federal education subsidies to
they proclaim.
But to deface them, make them the states.
Curiously, there seems to be
illegible and tape coat hangers to
them does nothing to anger pro- more than enough money to inlifers and makes yourselves look vest in weapons systems whose
continued production enriches
vicious and ignorant.
defense contractors while lowpaid professionals dedicated to
Timothy Hirzel
educating America's youth are
Junior
told to "... do more with less."
Biology

Time to take America back
U.S. economy no longer serves the needs of the majority

University intramural programs can only help
The BG News:
I would like to take this opportunity to correct some of Perrin
Sah's statements in his April 28
column regarding building classrooms and rebut his comments
about the intramural program.
First, let's talk classrooms.
With one telephone call to the
University architect's office, Sah
should have learned that a new
classroom building is scheduled
to begin construction in August
1992, with a projected completion date of January 1994.
While I support many of the
views that students express in
editorials, columns and articles as well as the right of anyone to
express an opinion - I am extremely sick and tired of reading
misquotes, misinformation and
uninformed opinions and articles.
Now let's talk intramurals. The

intramural program is the single
most popular program among
those funded through the ACGFA
process. This is not true because
of adequate funding and facilities, but in spite of it.
This campus is moving toward
the concept of a recreational
sports program (informal sports,
intramural sports, club sports).
The construction of a fieldhouse
will help provide the capability to
reach all students who participate in a quality recreational
sports program.
This benefits students through
the opportunity to enhance their
education through leadership,
employment and participation
opportunities. No other program
on this campus will have as a
direct, positive impact on the
quality of student life.
Although this is outside the
traditional classroom, results

Clarifications about Senate Executive Committee
The BG News:
In the April 29 issue of The BG
News, a story reporting on the
SEC meeting may have created
some false impressions. The SEC
did not a) seek to initiate a class
action lawsuit against the University nor b) encourage the
Faculty Senate to initiate such a
lawsuit.
In fact, the discussion was
centered upon two resolutions
that encourage faculty to a)
fulfill their contractual commitments to teach in summer school
and to b) attach a signed addendum to their summer contracts
which will protect their rights to
benefit from possible legal action.
The addendum referred to
above will be distributed to faculty the week of May 4. The SEC
encourages faculty to consider

signing the addendum and submitting it along with their signed
summer school contract. The resolutions will be on the May 5

Sign defacing "unsensible"
The BG News:
This letter is for those who defaced the pro-life signs in the
Union Oval.
Really mature. What you did
April 27, what with the hangers
and spray paint and all made me
respect your cause a million
times more. I can imagine hordes
of thoughtful college men and
women will be supporting the
pro-choice movement U^.-.u-e of
your efforts.
I am a pro-life supporter. Despite my feeling that many of the
facts presented on those posters

BG News Staff
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PHOTO EDITOR
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♦ Large American cities are
beginning to resemble Third
World metropolises. "Federal
funds as a percent of city budgets fell nearly 64 percent from
1980 to 1990" (The Blade Jan. 9).
As a result of this reduction in
federal subsidies, cities have
been forced to reduce and in
some cases eliminate many
social services that they formerly provided.
The result is a lower quality of
life for most urbanites - yet
there's still money for space
stations, spy satellites and super
submarines.
♦ The United States tolerates a
higher infant mortality rate than
23 other industrialized countries.
In 1980 we were ranked 20th;
presently we're ranked 24th (The
Blade, Feb. 7). Ironically, poor
infants go without proper care
while the U.S. continues to lead
the world in cutting-edge medical technology and wonder drugs
that, increasingly, only the
wealthy can afford.
♦ The U.S. poverty rate is
much greater than that of other
advanced industrialized countries. We have nearly four times
the number of elderly living in
poverty as European nations and
three times the number of children living in poverty (The New
York Times Oct. 27). An odd distinction for the wealthiest nation
on earth.
I cite these social problems not
to show up America's shortcomings but to illustrate my contention that our socio-economic
system no longer serves the
needs of the majority of Americans. In fact, it would be far
more accurate to state exactly
the opposite - that a small but
privileged minority benefits
from the current system.
What's the answer to our dilemma? I don't believe we need
professional politicians to tell us
what a sound program for economic recovery, sustained
growth and humane governance

Shari Wroblewski
PROOFREADER
Bill Burecss
PRODUCTION SUPR

2) Education must be proclaimed a national priority. All
Americans deserve a world-class
education and no citizen who
passes entrance exams should be
denied access to any U.S. university because of financial need.
Education is a fundamental right
and should be completely
financed through general tax
revenue. Investment in education is every bit as important as
investment in physical infrastructure like roads and bridges.
3) U.S. cities must be revitalized and provided with adequate
amounts of moderate- and lowincome housing. This will require
vision, planning and federal subsidies. Mass transit systems will
also be needed to alleviate the
twin evils of traffic congestion
and air pollution.
4) A system that is moral - and
truly Christian - would guarantee that the two most vulnerable groups in society, the very
young and the very old, never be
forced to live in abject poverty.
The young need protection so
their potential can be realized;
the aged deserve the dignity that
accompanies a lifetime of service to the system.
After 12 long years of stagnant
wages, Increased poverty, taxpayer bailouts of financial institutions, rampant white-collar
crime and lowered tax rates for
the rich, it should be clear the
system has failed to address the
needs of the vast majority of
Americans.
As Jerry Brown has repeatedly
stated, "It's time to take back
America." I think he's right. The
time has come for the majority of
the benefits of our system to be
used for the benefit of the
majority.
John Bernard is a senior liberal studies major and a columnist for The News.

Thomas CicireDi

Rabbit Run

Morrella Raleigh
INSIDER M.A.
Scott DeKatch
INSIDER ASSISTANT

should contain. Here are some of
the more obvious elements.
1) No American should live
under the threat of financial ruin
brought on by illness. Comprehensive health care is a fundamental right - not a perk for the
privileged few. National health
insurance is the only solution
which is both equitable and cost
effective in the long term.

John Bernard
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Javier Gonzalez

Hit OP Swiss

God and Jesus are alive!
God and Jesus are alive!
Some final thoughts and explanations from the right

Letters, cont.
Boy Scout letter had many unfounded statements
The BG News:
This letter is in response to
Luis A. Mancina's letter published on April 17 pertaining to
the supposed discriminatory
practices by the Boy Scouts of
America.
Not only was I highly offended
by this severe accusation; I was
puzzled to find absolutely no justification for the statements included in the letter.
In 1988, I was awarded the
Eagle Scout medal. Not only am I
proud to be a lifetime member of
the National Eagle Scout Association, but I am also thankful for
the countless hours of genuine
concern and care that I received
from men and women who
•helped me grow up to be the con-

cerned person I am today.
Regarding Luis' comment
made in the third paragraph of
his letter pertaining to the concern for religious beliefs "or
shall I say lack of beliefs," I challenge him to look on page 485 of
the Official Boy Scout Handbook
where he will find 14 different
religious medals representing 11
different faiths including Catholic, Jewish, Islamic, Buddhist,
etc.
Furthermore, I wonder if Luis
has ever researched the Boy
Scouts enough to know about Explorers ~ a branch of the Boy
Scouts which includes both
young men and women in its
membership.

...I am thankful for the
countless hours ol genuine
concern and care that I
received from men and
women who helped me grow
up to be the concerned
person I am today.
Again, page 468 of the Scout
Handbook lists Alpha Phi Omega,
the active service fraternity here
on this and other campuses,
which is based on the ideals of
the Scout Oath and Law.
Brian McCartney
Senior

Some AIDS beliefs and definitions are out of date
The BG News:
, I am writing in response to
Chris Paydock's April 16 column
"Can behavior cure debt?" While
I agree that voters have shown a
record of irresponsible voting, I
must disagree with the examples
he cited to prove this.
First, with the most recent information I had read, HIV was
not transmitted through kissing/saliva. (If you have articles
that state otherwise, I would be
very interested in reading them
and hope you will contact me so I
can see them.)
For the last six or so years, I
can only remember hearing over
and over "You can't get AIDS by
kissing." The numbers I have
seen regarding people with AIDS
and how they contracted the
disease also seem to support this
statement.

Second, it is inaccurate to say
that homosexual activity is more
risky than heterosexual activity.
The same risks apply, transmission of HIV through bodily
fluids.
As a matter of fact, lesbians
have a lower risk of contracting
HIV during sex than heterosexual women. There is nothing innately different about homosexual sex that makes it less safe
than heterosexual sex; to say that
there is constitutes homophobia
Third, I agree that abstinence
is clearly the safer choice.
However, it is not now, nor has it
ever been the choice for everyone.
It is possible for condom use
not to prevent pregnancy or the
transmission of HIV, but it is
clearly of more assistance than

Women's Reproductive Rights
Organization condemns vandalism
The BG News:
This letter is in response to
those who chose to spray paint
(vandalize) the anti-choice signs
in the Union Oval.
As members of the Women's
Reproductive Rights Organization we appreciate your motivation and concern for choice, yet
we do not support vandalism.
Our concerns are also, in part,
because the blame for your ac' lions has been put upon us by
' many on this campus.
We feel there are more productive ways to send a message of
choice; for instance, tape hangers such as we did.
Unlike spray paint, the hangers
did not stop others from reading
the signs and could have been
removed.
By spray painting the signs,
you destroy property and infringe on others' rights. We are
by no means asking you to keep
your opinions to yourself - just
find more constructive ways of
educating.
Spray painting in the dead of
night does little to move our
common cause forward. To be
productive, join organizations
which share your concerns or

become active in starting your
own.
Educating your community is
the first step. Also, there are letters to be written to your state
and national representation to let
them know your stance on the issues.
It is the letters that our
government will see, not the
spray paint in Bowling Green.
The signs which you spray painted were replaced in one day.
Now put your own signs up and
exercise your First Amendment
rights. That will do more good
than the anti-choicers' signs do
harm.
Members of the Women's Reproductive Rights Organization

—Correction—
In The BG News April 28 article "Perfect Seed to educate
about racism," an incorrect time
and place were given for a human relations forum tonight. The
forum will take place in the
McFall Center Assembly Room
at 8:30.

2 Bedroom - Unfurnished
2 Full Baths
Dishwashers
Utility Rooms
Private Parking
NO PARENTAL
GUARENTEE NEEDED!

NEWIPVE
Rentals
C/OA

JD/-DOZV

328 S. Main
oUr Only Office

nothing at all. Not everyone is going to abstain from sex, I can assure you of that, but those who
don't are safer with condoms.
Are you going to say that they
should have to suffer and die for
their choice?
Mr. Paydock, I would just like
to ask you something. What will
you do when a friend of yours
tells you he or she is HIVpositive? What will you say if he
or she is not one of your so-called
"innocent victims?"
How will you treat that friend?
Would you want to see him die
because the government gave up
on AIDS research? Think about
it.
Michael Haynes
Freshman
Mathematics

Some have questioned my right
to express my opinions in The BG
News. Though I never claimed to
have all the answers, my goal
was to get the students of this
campus to think about who they
are and where they stand.
As right-wing as my columns
have been, I have the utmost respect for my colleagues on the
left, for example John Bernard,
who have taken a stand on their
beliefs and are willing to express
them, even though I may disagree entirely with their viewpoint.
I normally do not respond to
fellow columnists reactions to
my columns; however, contrary
to Russell Kahler's column in
The BG News April 24,1 nor any
of my other right-wing colleagues killed God. In fact, God is
very much alive and doing well
and I wish to respond to Kahler.
I do understand that discussions about the Deity usually lead
to numerous opinions and a great
deal of confusion. However, I do
feel Christianity in general has
been dealt a great deal of abuse
by The BG News, liberal professors and certain liberal organizations throughout the year.
In my final words to The News,
I wish to offer a defense to what
is the central part of my life and
convictions, and a hope to those
who may still doubt.
I count all my previous columns "garbage" - I'm sure there
are many who do - in comparison
to the importance of Christianity.
Nothing in the history of man has
had such a powerful effect on the
lives of people as has Christianity.
According to the Bible, every
Individual has been created with
the knowledge of a One, true
God. It is the responsibility of the
individual to pursue this knowledge and make a choice whether
to accept or reject this.
Christianity is not a religion or
a particular belief, it is a personal relationship with Jesus Christ.
Jesus made an astounding claim:
"I am the way, the truth and the
life; no one comes to the Father,

Responses wanted
Signed letters or columns express the beliefs of the individual
writer, and in now way represent
the opinion of The News.
All readers of The News are
encouraged to express their opinion through letters to the editor
and guest columns.
Letters of the editor should be
200-300 words in length. All letters must be typed, signed and
include the writer's telephone
number, address or on-campus
mail box, plus class rank or occupation, major and hometown.
Telephone numbers and ad-

dresses are for verification purposes only and will not be published unless otherwise requested.
If presenting a letter in person,
please bring a picture ID, along
with a home phone number.
The News also reserves the
right to edit any submitted work
for clarity and brevity.
If not submitting a letter or
guest column in person, please
address the submission to:
The Editorial Editor
The BG News
210 West Hall

JOBS 90 & 91 declared as the #1 Sales and Marketing
Company to work for in America! This is why:
* Best training in the industry.
* Work in the business and professional market place.
* Income is twice the industry average.
* Management opportuniles
* Entrepreneurial environment.
* No travel or relocation.
' We require a College Degree.
Call or send resume to : Ms. Fran McGaughey
One Sunforest Court
Toledo, OH 43623
473-2270

The Undergraduate Alumni
Association proudly presents
our 1992-93 Executive officers
President: Michelle DeNatale
Vice President Christina Owen
Ahjmuni Relations: Chris Soltis
Homecoming Chair: Heidi Brown
Master Teacher Choir: Mefla McKenna
Executive Assistant:: Jeremy Weirich
Fundraiser Kristin Jennings
Public and Community Service
Relations: Heather Wade
Social Spirit:: Kim Susbauer

Chris Paydock

but through me"(John 14:6).
This is an incredible statement.
Never have so many prophecies
been fulfilled through one person. No person other than Jesus,
living or dead, could have fulfilled even one or two of these
prophecies. What does it mean,
though, to have a personal relationship with this Jesus?
In simplest terms, I will try to
explain my position in four parts:
1) God loves you and offers a
wonderful plan for your life.
"For God so loved the world,

I count all my previous
columns "garbage," (I'm
sure there are many who
do) compared to the
importance of Christianity.
Nothing in the history of man
has had such a powerful
effect on the lives of people
as has Christianity.
that He gave His only begotten
Son, that whosoever believes in
Him should not perish, but have
eternal life"(John3:16).
2) Man is sinful and separated
from God. Therefore, you cannot
know and experience God's love
and plan for your life.
"For the wages of sin is death,
but the free gift of God is eternal
life in Christ Jesus our
Lord"(Romans 6:23).
3) Jesus Christ is God's only
provision for man's sin. Through
Him you can know and experience God's love and plan for your
life.
"But God demonstrates His

own love toward us, in that while
we were yet sinners, Christ died
for us"(Romans 5:8).
4) You must individually confess and receive Jesus Christ to
be your Savior and Lord. Then,
you can know and experience
God's love and plan for your life.
"For by grace you have been
saved through faith; and that not
of yourselves, it is the gift of
God; not as a result of works, that
no one should boast"(Ephesians
18-9).
This was by far the most important decision I have made in
my entire life. More often than
not, Christians get clumped
together and suffer from a severe over-generalization.
Just as no two columnists are
alike, we know that from The
News, no two Christians are alike
either. I do not wish to be classified with the Jim Bakkers of the
world. He doesn't speak for all
Christians and he doesn't speak
for me. He is an individual responsible for his own actions.
I don't believe in "Jamming it
down the throat." Christians are
merely overjoyed by a truth they
have discovered and wish to
share the news that God is alive
and He offers a hope in this confusing world. Christians aren't
perfect, just forgiven.
There is nothing strange about
being a Christian - just ask
Evander Holyfield, George
Foreman, Darryl Strawberry,
Mark Price, Buck Williams, Tom
Landry, Cody Risen, Terry
Porter, Helen Rose, Sid Bream,
Keith Biars, Keith Jackson... etc.
The list is astronomical. You
would be surprised to know the
number of people who have a
personal relationship with Jesus
Christ.
My final note to the Bowling
Green community is to search
this out for yourself. No one can
force you to make a decision.
From the RIGHT, good-bye
Bowling Green and vote
Bush/Quaylein92!
Chris Paydock is graduating
and cannot wait to go back to
Cleveland.
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MID AM MANOR
'NOW RENTING'
Choose from choice apartments within walking
distance to campus Summer 1992 and 1992-93
school year.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished,
gas heat & water included, air conditioning
Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.

352-4380
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STUDENT LOTTERY RESULTS FOR RGSU
VS. OHIO STATE FOOTBALL TICKETS

All students who submitted lottery forms to
the Memorial Hall Ticket Office for BGSU vs.
Ohio State football tickets will receive tickets.
Tickets may be picked up starting Monday,
August 17 and must be picked up by Wednesday,
September 9. All seats are reserved, so it
is suggested that those who wish to sit together
should claim their tickets together.
If you requested your ticket to be mailed to you
and included the $2.00 postage and handling
fee, it will be mailed on or about August 17.
Depending on the demand for tickets by the
other priority categories (season ticket holders
and Falcon Club members), there may be
additional tickets available to BGSU students
in August. Any information concerning this
possibility will be forthcoming.
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WBGU's Fred and Andy
save zaniest stunt for last
Departing disc jockeys broadcast 24 hours nonstop

by Frank Esposito
The BC News
University disc jockeys Fred
Wright and Andy Huffman have
pulled some crazy stunts in the
two-and-a-half year reign of the
Fred & Andy Show, their alternative music madhouse festival
which airs on WBGU, 88.1-FM.
But they may have saved the
zaniest, wackiest stunt of them
all for last.
Starting today at 2 p.m., Wright
and Huffman will be on the air
for 24 hours nonstop to comme-

morate their final WBGU show
together. Included in the marathon will be a Change-A-Thon, in
which listeners are invited to
stop by the WBGU studios in
West Hall and drop off their
spare change, which Wright and
Huffman will donate to the
Homeless Awareness Project.
The pair will also be broadcasting from various spots on campus throughout the show using
remote equipment.
"We're going to play big blocks
of our favorite songs," Wright
said. "We'll probably have a Re-

placements hour."
"We're going to see how many
songs we can play before we get
fired," Huffman explained as
Tobin Klinger, general manager
of WBGU, waltzed into the studio.
Both Wright and Huffman
have been training extensively in
preparation for the test of radio
stamina.
"We've been on an all-liquid
diet to prepare." Wright said.
"And we'll be wearing boxers."
"At least boxers," Huffman
added.

Crash claims BGSU student
A University student died
Tuesday as a result of an auto
accident.
Laura Krupp, 32, of Fostoria
was on her way to class at the
University when she was involved in an accident at the
intersection of state Route 199
and Bays Road outside of West
Milgrove. Krupp's husband,
Ken, was a passenger in the automobile.
Krupp was a senior majoring
in special education and maintained a 4.0 grade point average. She was active in several

campus organizations, including Phi Kappa honorary society
and the Non-Traditional Students Association.
In her community, Krupp
was a member of St. Wendelin
Catholic Church and was
president of the Parents and
Teachers Organization at Riley
Elementary School in Fostoria.
She was born October 5,
19S9. She graduated from St
Wendelin High School in 1978
and married in August of the
same year.
Krupp is survived by her

(3 (CODCDI!

parents, Loyal and Ruth Hubbard of Fostoria, her husband,
son Joshua and daughter
Sarah, a sister Diane Rausch of
Monroe, Mich., a brother,
Richard Hubbard of Fostoria,
and a paternal grandmother,
Doris Roberts.
A funeral mass will be at 1C
am. Friday at St. Wendelin
church. Visitation hours will be
from 2-4 and 7-9 p.m. on
Thursday at Hoening Funeral
Home in Fostoria
Lona Somerville, president
of NTSA, said Krupp was always willing to help fellow students and encouraged others to
excel.
According to Somerville,
Krupp had recently received
scholarships for her academic
success.

The BC News/File Ph«o
The co-host of the University Fred and Andy Show, Fred Wright, talks on WBGU radio.

Senate
Continued from page one.
popular to beat on legislators. It's
never been my intention to beat
up on the institution of the Legislature," Voinovich said after the
meeting at a private business
club.
Asked about his earlier threat
to campaign in the districts of
legislators who fail to back his
tax program, Voinovich said
only, "I get a little feisty on occasion."
Senate President Stanley
Aronoff, R-Cincinnati, said the
meeting produced a healthy

Tliis Summer in our Air
Conditioned Apis. Swimming
Pool, and on our Convenient
<'inn I MIS Shuttle-!

Wiiiilirop

Terrace
Apartments
352-9135

$

FOR JUST 99

> 1 Pair Durasoftts 2 Colors Contact Lenses
Change even me darkest eyes to beautiful shades o( blue, green, grey ot hazel.
— OR> 2 Pair of DuroSoft® 2 Colors for Light Eyes

FOR JUST $89

. 2 Pair of DuraSott® 2 Lite-Tint

i EVES EXAMINED BY DB. S SHIFF OCTOMFTBIST
. EXPERIENCED OPTICIANS At YOUR SERVICE
> EYE EXAMS PRICED SEPERATELY

Burlington Optical
372-6945

Located
in the
University
Union

NOW OPEN AT 11:30 a.m.
Now enjoy fresh baked breadsticlcs
and pizza for lunch.

Now featuring Personal Pan Pizza
with one item-$ 1.99
*

*

Now featuring Breadsticks
with Pizza Sauce
$1.99

Luncheon Menu-11;30 q.m.-4;00 p.m.
Personal Pan Pizza
Small Tossed Salad
9 inch Pizza
Breadsticlcs w/Sauce
Meatball Subs
Quantum 90 Cards accepted after 6:00 pm for on-campus students.
Quantum 90 Cards accept after 11:30 am for 95* plan holders.

!■

TOLEDO
1955 S.REYNOLDS
UKKSfltoauumno:

382-2020

TOLEDO
3153W.SYLVANIA

472-1113

BOWLING GREEN
1616 E. WOOSTER
GUOWOOOCDCIU

.352-2533

exchange.
"The governor fully understands and appreciates that we're
part of the same team, and that a
lot more is accomplished by
working together than by using
the bully pulpit," Aronoff said.

creation programs and any funding cuts that have to be made.
"That's a very important last
comment. If we're going to participate, then it's a two-way
communication," Aronoff said.

Voinovich has raised the prospect of imposing cuts of up to 15
percent in state aid to higher education. Aronoff told university
students opposed to cuts that the
Senate would try to protect them
from disproportionate reduc"I expect that he will be saying tions.
wonderful things about them beThere was no indication that
cause they are such good people.
On the other hand, he reserves Voinovich found support for his
his right to talk about his pro- tax increase proposals in the
gram wherever he goes," Aron- Senate.
"Nothing was agreed upon,
off said.
nothing was foreclosed," Aronoff
Aronoff said the agreement said.
Voinovich indicated he had not
with Voinovich provides for a
cross section of Senate Republi- expected to win any tax increase
cans to work with the governor's converts. "I wasn't in there to try
staff in examining welfare and convince anybody to do
spending, state tax revenue, job- that," he said.

"I do not get the impression
that the governor is going to
campaign against any legislator
in the Republican Senate caucus," he said.

Parents of
College
Graduates
When lhay gradual! they
may no longar ba covered by your
health insurance

SHORT TERM
MEDICAL INSURANCE
1-6 Months Coverage
Very Reasonable Rates
Steven N. Riewaldt

E.S.Tracey
352-0240
Underwritten by:
Golden Rule Insurance

DuniSofl Cubrs

Rent Now For Fall 1992
Columbia
Court
Apts.

Ridge
Manor
Apts.

BG's Newest Apartment
Complex
Close To B.G.S.U.

519 Ridge Street
2 Bedroom, Furnished
Townhouses
Close to Campus

Hurry Only A Few Left!!!!
Call Us At 352-0717 For More Information.
Greenbriar Inc . Mgr.
Summer Rates Available
Come See Our Listings For Other Locations.

Verdict
Continued from page one.
of white police officers who
clubbed and kicked him for 81
seconds.
Prosecutors said they counted
56 blows. King's leg and facial
bones were broken.
Koon, the officer in charge that
night, took the stand and calmly
described the beating as "a managed and controlled use of
force."
"It's violent and it's brutal," hesaid. "Sometimes police work is
brutal. It's a fact of life."
Powell, accused of striking the
most blows, said he thought King
was under the influence of PCP.
No sign of the drug was found in
King's body, but tests showed he
was intoxicated.
"I was completely in fear for
my life, scared to death," said
Powell.

owers
I-N-N
Restaurant
OPEN
MONDAY-FRIDAY
4:30-6:30
A

LOCATED IN
MCDONALD>
COMPLEX

A

MONDAY
MEXICAN BAR

•

TUESDAY
HOME COOKIN' BUFFET

•

WEDNESDAY
VEGETARIAN BAR

•

THURSDAY
PASTA BAR
Quantum 90 and 95+
Accounts, Cash, Faculty/Staff
and Department Charges
Accepted.
University Food Operations
372-2771
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College of EDAP receiving national acclaim
Program lauded for output of future teachers
by Theresa DeFranco
contributing writer
The University's heritage and
roots are In the field of education. As the profession has grown
and prospered over the years, the
University has adapted to the
ever-changing needs of society
and education. Today, the College of Education and Allied
Professions boasts of having one
of the leading teacher-training
programs in the country.
In November 1910, the Normal
School Commission announced
that a normal school would be
built in Bowling Green. It would
be one of the first Ohio public institutions for teacher preparation that was not associated
with another institution.
At first it was proposed that
Bowling Green would be a twoyear school for the training of elementary teachers. Early expectations were soon exceeded when
Bowling Green was recognized"
as a four-year college in 1929.
Seven years later, university
standing was achieved.
Today, the College of Education and Allied Professions is one
of the main areas of the University in both rank and importance.
This academic college is composed of 3,886 students. The education program itself encompasses 3.271 students, while the
remaining 615 belong to the seven allied professions of sports
management, child and family
community services, recreation,
dietetics, restaurant management, dance and communication
disorders.
Despite the negative aspects
Often associated with the education field - low pay, social and
behavioral problems with students, lack of respect - interim
dean Ronald Russell enthusiastically reported an increase in the number of students
enrolled in the education program at the University.
"There has been a steady increase since the 1983-84 academic year," Russell said.
The educational program at the
University has received much
acclaim over the years.
"It has the finest reputation of
being an excellent quality program," Russell stated.
The college is ranked in the top
10 percent in the nation in terms

Dninf lii
Briefly
Volunteers needed:
The Wood County Special
Olympics is in need of some
short-term volunteers for
the last three weeks in May
at practices Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays or Fridays from 3 to 5
p.m.; at the Area IV Track
and Field Meet on May 9
from 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
In addition, volunteers are
needed in a variety of positions at Wood Lane School
through June S. Applications
are also being taken at this
time for a wide variety of
volunteer positions for the
summer months.

TRAVEL
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FROM NEW YORK
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Om Wiy

LONDON
S350
$180
PARIS
$498
$275
COPENHAGEN
STOCKHOLM
$510
$260
TOKYO
$779 $599
BANGKOK
$949 $549
GUATEMALA
$390 $205
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of the number of new teachers
produced annually.
Russell attributed the vast enrollment in the college to the ability of Its students to recognize
the profession for the important
role It plays in the lives of the
many people whom educators influence.
"Educators have a serious impact on individuals ... providing
growth and development at various stages of [the students']
life," Russell said.
Sandy Dennison, a junior elementary education/Spanish education major, agreed with Russell.
"I entered this field because I
want to be part of the solution [to
the problems students encounter]," Dennison said.
Dennison chose this career
field because she felt she would
enjoy it as much as they needed
her to be there.
"When people ask me 'Why
don't you do something important with your life?' I tell them, I
am ... I am educating our children
and our future,'" she said.
As a secondary social sciences
major, senior Matt Needles has
viewed the education field with
much optimism.
"I see the social problems as a
challenge. I really want to reach
out and help kids," Needles said.
Needles believes the faculty at
the University supports the students very well.
"[The faculty] approach you as
an educator - [you're] just not
fully developed yet," he said.
While Needles and others have
experienced faculty support this
year, some faculty members explain the more difficult sides of
education to their students. Secondary English education major
Linda Hockaday has heard more
than her fair share about the
difficulties teachers face in contemporary education.
"This year, for the most part, I
hear negative [things] all the
time and all the bad things I am
going to have to deal with. For
every one positive thing, I hear
nine bad," Hockaday commented.
Hockaday remains hopeful
about her future as an educator,
though.
"I am hoping that next year
things will be better and that my
student teaching experience will

Apply On Campus:

SUMMER
WORK
($7 to $9 to start)

be positive,'' Hockaday said."In
my opinion, If you have changed
one child's outlook on life or
helped to build their self-esteem,
then you have made a difference."
One of the main functions of
the college's Undergraduate and
Graduate Student Services office
has been to hear concerns from
students such as Hockaday.
Larry Wills, assistant dean for
student services, said the college
takes much pride in its students
and really cares about students'
concerns.
"We act as a sounding board,
listening to a lot of student concerns ... we try to provide direction or guidance in some manner," Wills said.
Preparation for a spring "94 evaluation review by the National
Council for Accreditation of
Teacher Education has kept faculty members busy. In addition
to that review, each college at the
University must compile the
North Central Report - which
explains the college's goals and
objectives as well as how the college is utilizing its resources for an accreditation review.
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The BG Newt/Jay Murdock

The Education Building houses one of the largest and most popular University programs. BGSU's
The college is also currently roots in education go back to Its beginning as a teachers' college in 1910.
searching for a new dean, who it
hopes will be named before the
start of the 1992-93 academic
year.
demic year, Russell said it had every level of education must curriculum ... [the development
been "challenging, exciting and adapt to these changing needs. of] a program being more perAt the same time, a depressing depressing."
Russell stated that as changes formance-based and evaluated in
economic year topped with imoccur, the earlier ways of doing terms of outcome ... [and] unique
pending budget cuts to higher
Russell deals with low times by things are always called into innovative approaches to education being experimented with,"
education have been stressful on helping the faculty put things question.
"Educational reform is ahead Russell concluded.
faculty morale at times. While into some type of perspective.
Russell also believes the prethe number of students in the col"It is important that I help the of us...it is already in its early
sent societal view of the educalege is increasing, faculty have faculty to understand their con- stages," he claimed.
Russell anticipated that the fu- tion profession will alter.
decreased. Russell attributed tributions and to maintain unity,"
"I see the teaching profession
ture holds a lot for the field of
this decrease to economic and fi- he said.
itself coming back with a greater
As American society changes education.
nancial limitations.
"I see greater flexibility in the sense of respect," he said.
Describing the faculty's aca- and grows, the curriculum in

PARTY TRAYS
To
place
order,
call
one of
these
dining
centers

-All majors may apply
-Many openings available
-20 to 40 hours
-Corporate Scholarships
-Interview Nowl!

McDonald
372-2771
Kreischer
372-2825
Harshman
372-2475
Commons
372-2563
Founders
372-2781

available for
graduation &

Apply This
Wed. &Thurs. (11-4)
in the Canal Room

University

Food

GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE
CONGRATULATES THE

CHARLES E. SHANKLIN AWARD
FOR RESEARCH EXCELLENCE

Sign Up
For Summer
Employment 101
You've been working hard all year. Now reward
yourself with a summer job that oners excellent earning potential, great people, plenty of flexibility, and a
fun, friendly style that could only be Friday's. Come
work at our brand new restaurant in

SANDUSKY, OHIO
where openings exist for:
• Waiter/Waitresses
• Cooks
• Bartenders
(Bartenders MUST have a minimum of 1 year
experience in a full service restaurant)

1/4 sheet cake (15 servings) $9.00
1/2 sheet cake (30 servings) $16.00
full sheet cake (60 servings) $30.00
Party Trays: Meat & Cheese Trays
Dessert Trays
Salads
(prices vary)

Start After Finals

Upstairs in University Union

^Lw M

Call to arrange an interview appointment Mondays
through Fridays 8:00am - 10:00am or 2:00pm. 4:00pm to T.G.I. Friday's, 2003 Cleveland Road,
Sandusky, OH 44870. (419) 626-5200. An equal
opportunity employer.

EVERYONE LOOKS FORWARD TO

FRIDAYS

Operations

SUMMER heat is near.
What about your HOUSING.

One Bedroom
222 S. College #2
Six weeks lease
228 S. College ffB.F.J
Two Bedroom
320 Elm E,F,G
801-803 Fifth #2,4,5,8
309 High #2.7
507 E. Merry #3,5,6,7,8
525 E. Merry #1.3.6,7
520 E. Reed #3,4,7
Three Bedroom
243 S. Prospect House

FINALISTS:
HARK P. AULISIO. DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY
JULIE D. BELL. DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY
D. MATTHEWS EVANS, DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY
LAURA M. JUAREZ DE KU, DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY
MARK J. SCHMIT. DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY
THOMAS MAY, DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY

GSS also congratulates Dr. Elizabeth Rice
Allgeier. Department of Psychology, for being
selected as Outstanding Contributor to
Graduate Education. 1992.

NEWIPVE

• AM-*nlll|Mi taw modclUts
WHMnd MKnMyM mty tptly.

CUHonw- Immajntton turn appry
Firm tmfm to cftwgi mm note*.

PRISM TRAVEL
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800-272-9676
212-986-8420

The Shanklin Award Closing Competition and
the presentation of the OCGE Award will take
place Thursday. April 30, 6:30p.m. in Bryan
Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.

We have the variety you need.
Check out these apartments:

Rentals
Stop by our office at 328 S. Main and
pick up our weekly updated brochure.

352-5620
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Students urged to Primary time to be hectic Larry King
mail primary votes Newly drawn districts add to Board of Election's job Live... or
Students who are registered to
vote in Wood County but will not
be in the county to vote in the
June 2 primary are encouraged
to apply for an absentee ballot.
The ballot may be obtained by
either filling out an absentee
form in person at the Wood
County Board of Elections office
or by mailing a brief letter with
the necessary information
(name, political party, Bowling
Green address and address to
which the ballot is to be mailed),
reason for being absent and signature to the Wood County Board
of Elections, 1 Courthouse
t'quare, Bowling Green, Ohio,
43402. Voters who do not wish to
select a political party for the
primary should ask for an "is-

sues only" ballot.
The actual absentee ballots will
not be available until May 15, but
voters can apply any time for the
ballots to be mailed to them when
they become available. The ballots must be mailed back and be
in the Board of Elections office
by 7:30 p.m. on June 2 to be eligible.
Students who are registered to
vote in Wood County but want to
vote for the primary in their
home county need to register in
that county by 9 p.m. on May 4 to
be eligible to vote in the primary.
Any additional questions may
be directed to the Wood County
Board of Elections by calling
354-9120.

by Doug Baker
The BC News

The newly drawn congressional districts have made
life at the Wood County Board of
Elections a little more hectic this
primary season.
Eight of the city's 32 voting
precincts are located in both the
fifth and ninth congressional districts as a result of the city being
split in two by the new congressional map.
Excluding the University, the
voting precincts range in size
from the smallest in the 4th Ward
at 239 voters, to the largest in the
2nd Ward at 615.
Wood County Board of Elections Deputy Director Mary Lou

Emans said the University is a
precinct in itself, containing
3,900 registered voters.
According to Emans, there
should not be a problem determining which congressional
district residents will vote in for
the June 2 primary.
"When they [students] go out to
vote, on their voter registration
cards we are putting on stickers
saying 9th District," she said.
Emans stated the precincts
that lie in two congressional districts will have two voting booths
from each district to eliminate
confusion.
The current situation is not
permanent, and the Board of
Elections is going to redraw precinct lines, but it must wait to see

if the city is going to re-district
its unevenly distributed wards.
"For this election we are going
to have to keep them," Emans
said. "We can change precinct
lines to match ward lines."

If the city does not re-draw the
city's wards, then the Board of
Elections will try to change the
precinct boundaries to match the
congressional districts as closely
as possible.

Connell Barrett is taking an
early leave for summer break, as
the orphanage he calls home is in
need of fund raising to finance the
new water slide. USA Today columnist and CNN talk-show host
Larry King is filling in. Mr. Barrett will be back next week,
which is a shame, because there
will be no paper.

fraternities' rushes.
"Anyone who votes against another chapter is afraid they can't
compete," Colvin said.
Hey, gang! It's a pleasure to
be filling in here at the BG
"We don't want to be looked on News. Here's my two cents
Baseball season is finally here,
as a scapegoat for low memberand, if you ask me, it should conship statistics," Magold said.
tinue throughout the remainder
Tau Kappa Epsilon members of the summer and go on right
through to the World Series.
began looking into recolonization Words
to the wise: don't bet
early this year by contacting IFC against the Dodgers. Just look up
and eventually Teke headquar- the word "motivater" in the dicters.
tionary, and you'll find a picture
of Tommy Lasorda choking on a
breadstick . . . I've traveled far
PRIORITY!
and wide, gang, but to me, nothing - and I mean NOTHING Continued from page one.
beats lying naked in a Jacuzzi
state lines will go across the bor- the Ohio Turnpike and state- full of instant Jello . . . I'm not
der for better deals, costing the owned liquor stores, privatizing sure, but I think my spleen is
prisons and stopping permanent expanding right now. Whoah!
state tax revenue and jobs.
LOOKOUT!!!
For example, when New York welfare handouts.
and New Jersey raised taxes,
Author Wendell Cox said pubYou know, I was eating dinner
customers went to neighboring lic employee salaries are too high at Duke Zeibert's and a young fan
Pennsylvania, he said. But last compared to those in the private approached me and asked how he
year when Pennsylvania raised sector. Cox wrote the book Amer- could stay away from the dangers
rates, consumers returned to ica's Unprotected Class: Why Ex- of drugs, and I stabbed him to
cheaper border states, including cess Public Employee Compen- death with my soup spoon (I realOhio, he said. "It is not fiction, it sation is Bankrupting the States. ly did, gang) . . . Look up the
• 1 and 2 Bedroom apartments
is real," Noye said.
"The problem is not new, the words "a sea animal with an um• 9 and 12 month leases
Richard Vedder, a professor of problem is not high taxes, the brella-shaped body and long ten• Heat, water, cooking, and sewer included
economics at Ohio University, problem is spending is out of con- tacles" and you'll find a picture
of a jellyfish ... I could eat crabsaid higher taxes hurt the econ- trol," he said.
• Central air
cakes all day till I puke . . . Nikomy.
He
said
most
state
and
local
• No pets please
Nik-Nik! (I just love making that
"The evidence is crystal government budgets are devoted noise) Nik-Nik-Nik!
clear," he said. "There is a re- to salaries. Paying public emI finally got to interview Diane
lationship between taxes and ec- ployees what's comparable in the Sawyer, and she told me about
onomic growth."
private sector would have saved her proudest moment as a journaClough & Mercer
Vedder suggested other ways taxpayers around the country list: "It came during my tenure at
Bowling Green
CBS," she said, "when I got to
to help the budget, such as selling $39 billion in 1989, Cox said.
"We must stop the bleeding wrestle naked with the late Harry
Reasoner in a big Jacuzzi full of
now," he said.
instant Jello, and that's the truth.
Cox suggested regulating sal- I think that's what killed him."
aries and offering more competi- WOW! A woman after my own
tive contracts for state work.
heart!
210 N. Main
ALEC is a bipartisan, voluntary
352-995 1
For my money, nothing beats a
membership organization of
state legislators. It has about muscular, well-toned policeman!
2,400 members nationally who riding horseback ... You know intry to expand free markets, pro- the song "It Was a One-Eyed One- \
mote economic growth and limit Horned Flying Purple PeopleEater," was that thing a purple;
government.
monster that ate only purple peo~
pie, or was it a regular monster of)
no discernible color that ate anybody? I mean, like, you know? ...;
ist me i vs •.
Is that Jeffrey Dahmer guy nuts,,
18-20 Welcome
or what? I mean, YIKES, keep;
RECYCLE!
82.00 cover after 9:30
him away from me! ... If Lena!
The BG Ntws
Home's on the radio, brother,;
2 1 and Over
just TRY to tear me away, be-1
81.00 cover after 9:30
cause, like I said, I'll probablystab you in the throat with a soup!
spoon.
HOURS:
Patrick Swayze on his new pic- ]
M<in.-Sat.: Noon 'til 2:30 a.m.
■*—
ture City of Joy: "This film really
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m.
means a lot to me, because it's a
real effort to uncover the suffering and poverty in the Third
World, and they paid me, like,
BUCKETS of money for this. And
I'm surprised they gave me the
role, seeing as how I have the acting ability of a retarded sloth. Do
you think I'm cute, Larry?". . .
Woah! Get that guy outta here..
He's nuts!

Tau Kappa Epsilon -- whose
membership includes former
president Ronald Reagan, entertainer Lawrence Welk and NFL
Interfraternity Council unani- and TV star Fred Dryer of Hunmously voted to reinstate Tau ter - has made some changes
Kappa Epsilon at the University from the time that their charter
at its meeting Monday night. Tau was revoked by nationals in 1985.
"We've done away with pledgKappa Epsilon president Rich
Magold gave a presentation -- re- ing," Magold said. "Instead we
questing rerecognition from the now have a new membership
council - to IFC on behalf of the process."
Tau Kappa Epsilon's charter
fraternity.
Magold told the council that was never revoked by the Uni-

ft

Connell Barrett
The BG News

The changes in the precincts
must be completed at least 25
days before an election, and
Emans said to get the word out
before the November election,
the work must be done by midSeptember.

IFC agrees to reinstate Tau Kappa Epsilon
by Sherry Turco
The BC News

Memorex?

versity. Rather, an agreement "honoring a previous commitwas made that the Tekes would ment."
Discussion of the voting was
return to campus when the time
brought to council and concern
was right.
was voiced about whether the
The Tekes were never official- time was right for Tau Kappa
ly unrecognized by Interfraterni- Epsilon to return. Some fraternity Council according to Jeff ties were concerned about a new
fraternity coming to campus now
Merhige, president of IFC.
"This [voting by each of the when rush numbers are low.
fraternities] is just a formality,"
But according to Scott Chamberlain, vice president of rush
he said.
Director of Greek Life Wayne for IFC, another fraternity
Colvin said the University is should not be a threat to other

Budget

On your list of things to do make sure to stop
in at
University Village
&

University Courts Apts.
They are now renting!

Walking Distance To Campus!

(419) 352-0164 PI

New You

HOWARDS club H
Kenny Reeves
and the Hanson Brothers
Thurs - Sat
April 30 - May 2

il

ksmttstmsctt.

• Mini-Pitchers Every Day *

lYou'll Look

land Feel Great!

Famous Hair

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
over 500 units with SUPER locations

FOODTOWN PLUS PLAZA... 352-1989

9 and 12 Month Leases Available

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY—JUST WALK IN
OPEN Mon.-Fri. 9-8; Sat. 8-6; Sun. 10-3

STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.
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If I were the president, I'd
make a constitutional amendment requiring every man, woman and child to learn how to play
the harp naked because, let's face
it, it looks like it would be pretty
darn fun . . . There's nothing I
love more than a fresh, crisp
bagel with cream cheese on a
Monday morning - except maybe
sex with Angle Dickinson.
YOWZA! YOWZA! YOWZA! . . J
Look up "Frank Sinatra" in the- ]
dictionary, and you'll see a pic-;
ture of a largish female weevlV !
eating her young, if you know;
what I mean . . . Isn't the word
"testicles" pretty gross? It jusr;
sounds bad; it's even worse iiv
capital letters. Watch: TESTICLES. Oooh! Yucky-yuck!
Well, that'll do It for the year);
gang. Summer's here.
For Connell Barrett, this is;
Larry King saying, "How about!
you and me go drink a quart of •
malt whiskey?"
Or something.
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Girl sues classmates, parents
HAMILTON, Ohio (AP) - S~ the girl and her mother, Joyce D.
many defendants and lawyers Elliott, names 54 defendants: 18
are Involved in a girl's harass- New Miami High School students
ment lawsuit against her class- and their parents.
mates that the judge Is moving
Judge Michael Sage of Butler
the case to an assembly hall at County Common Pleas Court on
Miami University.
Tuesday moved the hearing from
Faith D. Elliott, 16, of Hamil- his courtroom to Harrison Hall
ton, claims classmates at New on Miami's Oxford campus. The
Miami High School called her a hearing, set for May 11, is exlesbian, hit her with spitballs and pected to last several days.
rubber bands and drew lewd pictures of her on the chalkboard.
The lawsuit seeks $25,000 in
The lawsuit filed last July by damages from the parents of

each of the student defendants.
The case was set for hearing
after several unsuccessful attempts at negotiations.
In the complaint, the girl charges the other students with "engaging in a constant pattern of
harassment - calling her names,
and shoving and pushing her and
hitting her in the side with their
elbows, causing her to fear immediate harm and causing her
pain."

State remembers Holocaust
COLUMBUS (AP) - Remembering the Holocaust
and reminding others that it occurred is the only
guarantee that it will not happen again, Gov.
George Voinovich told a Holocaust Commemoration at the Sun chouse on Wednesday.
Voinovich and other government officials spoke
at a program presented in cooperation with the
Government Affairs Committee of Ohio Jewish
Communities. The ceremony marked the state's
observance of Days of Remembrance 1992, from
April 26 to May 3.
"Understandably this observance is necessarily
solemn. How could it be otherwise when the subject that brings us together is the premeditated
murder of six million men, women and children
during that dark era 50 years ago?" Voinovich
said.
He said it sometimes may be easy to regard the
Holocaust as an aberration of human conduct.
"In reality, the Holocaust was perhaps history's

most gruesome reminder of the dark place that sadly resides and has always resided within the human spirit. I refer to that place where hatred festers, where bigotry and prejudice sometimes win
over our more innately decent impulses," Voinovich said.
"In this sense the Holocaust, or at least its grim
reflection, will shadow humankind for as long as
we walk the earth," he said.
Voinovich was joined by Senate President Stanley Aronoff, R-Cincinnati, Attorney General Lee
Fisher, Holocaust survivor Ernest Ostreicher and
others at the program in the governor's Cabinet
Room.
Sen. Eric Fingerhut, D-Cleveland, said the Statehouse was an appropriate site for the observance.
"Governor, to have you lead this official ceremony in this house of the people tells us that this
government is firmly behind the statement that it
won't happen again," Fingerhut said.

Gee

Israelis and Arabs discuss
West Bank, Gaza future
by Barry Schweld
AP Diplomatic Writer
WASHINGTON - Israeli and
Palestinian negotiators on
Tuesday engaged in substantive talks on the future of the
West Bank and Gaza, and Secretary of State James A Baker
III declared: "The peace process is alive and well."
Baker said he was "very
pleased that the parties are
here, that they are engaged."
Israeli spokesman Benjamin
Netanyahu told reporters: "We
had today a good day within the
talks. We had progress in all
the delegations. In every one of
the delegations there Is a discussion going on about Israeli
proposals."
"There was disappointment
today but it doesn't mean that
it is entirely hopeless," Palestinian spokesperson Hanan
Ashrawi said.
Ashrawl said the Palestinians had "several objections"
to the Israeli proposal for municipal elections, chiefly "the
Israelis still have a hard time

shedding the role of occupier."
She reiterated the Palestinian position that elections for a
"Palestinian interim selfgoverning authority" should
take place before municipal
elections and that elections
under Israeli military rule
would be a "travesty."
She said the Israeli proposal
had not been rejected but was
unacceptable and Palestinians
would present a detailed answer, containing their objections, on Wednesday.
Israeli spokesman Netanyahu suggested that the Palestinians' public line differed
from what they were telling
the Israelis across the table
and that the reason could be
"disappointment in some quarters that this is proceeding in a
businesslike and constructive
way."
He said what the Palestinians
at the last round called "an insult to our intelligence" was
now the subject of point-bypoint negotiations with Israel.

"We are going one-by-one," he
said.
"This is not one of the worst
of times, it is one of the good
times," the American-educated
Israeli said, turning a Charles
Dickens line around to describe the mood in the talks.
The Israeli-proposed elections would give the 1.7 million
Palestinian Arabs living under
Israeli control a chance to
choose leaders who would
make arrangements to take
over more than a dozen day-today activities, including Industry, schools, hospitals and
agriculture.
Netanyahu said there would
also have to be broader elections and they would take place
only after complex negotiations. He said Israel would not
deal with Palestinians who are
members of the PLO.
"It would appear that they
are engaged in matters of substance," Baker said after meeting with Israeli Foreign Minister David Levy.

R.E. Management

Continued from page one.

The Lantern, the OSU student
newspaper, reported Monday
that Gee made the remark about
Voinovich while talking with students during visits Friday night
to several campus bars, a variety
show and fraternity parties.
Steve Sterrett, the university's
director of news services, said
that Gee had been talking in generalities with students about
funding of colleges and universities, and had said it would be
dumb not to support higher education. "I have respect and personal affection for the governor.
I didn't say he was a dummy,"
Gee said in a statement.
Herb Asher, special assistant
to the president, recalled Gee's
reaction after seeing the quote in
print.
"When the president saw that
in The Lantern he said to me,

"The only damn dummy in the
state is the president of Ohio
State University for talking
about politics at 11 o'clock at
night at a campus bar when students are interested in other
things,'" Asher said.
Gee, who does not drink alcohol, regularly tours the campus
to meet and talk with students.
Voinovich has raised the possibility of imposing cuts that could
reach 15 percent in state funding
for higher education to help
erase a projected $576 million
budget deficit. A reduction of
that size could cost Ohio State
$42 million, the largest dollar
amount of any state-assisted university.
The Lantern story quoted Gee
as saying of Voinovich, "He's a
damn dummy." Gee also said
Voinovich was not the education

governor he said he would be, according to a remark attributed to
a student.

841 Eighth Street
apt. includes:
ICENTER FOR CHOICE

• Abortion through
17 weeks
• Morning after
treatment

PROUD TO
BE PRO-CHOICE

Wishes the best of luck to our graduating SENIORS!
Susan McCarthy
Stephanie Leonard
Julie Poore
Pam Quail
Karen Ravas
Kelly Revill
Rita Schafer
Chris Stecura
MindyWhalen

12 mo. lease 395.00

9 mo. lease 465.00

2Bdrms
1 1/2 Baths
Furnished
A/C available
Full Time Maint.

Get 8225.00 off first mo. rent when signing
new lease thru 5/9/92. One per lease.
Bee Gee Bookstore • Bee Gee Bookstore • Bee Gee Bookstore

16 N. Huron
roledO, Oh. 43604
Phone
(41M| 255-7769 or
l-XIXI <«•> 6005

PI BETA PHI
Lisa Arcaro
Tracy Beckett
Tonya Cameron
Justine Carpenter
Maureen Cunningham
Lisa Frey
Kristen Gibbons
Dana Harenda

113 Railroad St.
352-9302
featuring for a limited time

TOP PRICES
"CASH"
We pay top prices for
used texts and top
wholesale prices for
discounted books.

X,

We'll Miss You!

Bee Gee Bookstore
1424 E. Wooster
(Across from Harshman)
353-2252
We will have most
summer school books in
stock by finals week.
-HOURSMonday - Friday 9 - 5:30
Saturday 9 - 5
Bee Gee Bookstore • Bee Gee Bookstore • Bee Gee Bookstore
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Late starter now excels
by Erik Pupillo
sports writer
When Rachelle Hlghfill isn't
glued to the television, attempting to go where no one has gone
before, she's fielding ground
balls at second base for the Falcon Softball team.
The Pioneer, Calif., native has
been a mainstay in Bowling
Green's infield since she broke
onto the college scene her
freshman year. But sports have
always seemed to come easily to
Highfill.
She started Softball at the late
age of 14 and had trouble picking
up the game. But it wasn't because Highfill was unathletlc It
was because she had played organized baseball with boys during her childhood and had trouble
handling the bigger ball.
She stuck with it and eventually started three of her four years
of varsity Softball at Amador
High. She was second team AllConference at third base her
sophomore year, first team AllConference at shortstop her junior year and the league's Most
Outstanding Player as a pitcher
her senior season.
Highfill was recruited to play
shortstop at BG, but has
Tht BC Nt«i/Jay Murdock
smoothly moved over to second
Softball second baseman Rachelle Highfill did not always excel at the sport. At age 14, she had trouble base. "I didn't mind moving over
handling a Softball because of the ball size, but has since become a mainstay on the Falcon squad.
to second base because Tricia
,
[Askins] has a stronger arm than
me and it was better for the team
if we both could play," Highfill
said. But Highfill's athletic
prowess isn't limited only to
softball. She played high school
volleyball and basketball. HighDerek Common (2-5) took the
Also adding support were
by Aaron Dorksen
fill was named her volleyball's
loss for BG despite throwing a
Jeff Corey (2B, 2 RBIs), Bransports writer
team Best Defensive Player and
six-hitter. Senior Rob Kennedy
don Carper (IB, 2 RBIs), Mitch
her team and league's Most Valwas the top hitter with a pair of
Dougherty (IB, RBI) and Don
uable Player.
The Falcons split a singles.
Walendzak (2B).
She would have liked to pursue
doubleheader at Akron in a
In the nightcap junior Jeff
basketball at the college level,
non-conference matchup Brown (3-3) won his third
The win for Brown makes
Wednesday with the Zips.
straight decision with relief
the junior left-hander a passiAkron, who
help from Scott Stalker. Brian
ble candidate for MAC pitcher
will join the
Snoddy took the loss for Akron
of the week honors. Brown, one
Midnow 30-12 overall.
of the hottest pitchers in the
American
Bowling Green (10-28-1,
conference, threw a one-hitter
Conference
3-16-1 MAC) scored three in
Saturday against Central Michby Ken Rappoport
next year,
the top of the seventh inning
igan and shut out Miami the
Associated Press
saw pitcher
and held on to win 6-3. The Falweek before.
Steve Hall
cons pounded out 10 hits and
BG's next opponent will be
(4-1) hold the
capitalized on two Akron ertheir 1-75 rivals, the Toledo
For all his money, Bruce
Falcons to
rors.
Rockets, who will be in town
McNall couldn't buy a Stanley
four hits in
Mark Tomallo was busy on
for a four-game series beginCup for the Los Angeles Kings winning the
ning Friday at 1:00 p.m. at
- at least, not this season.
Schmitz the base paths for BG with two
opener 2-1.
Warren E. Stellar Field.
singles and three runs scored.
The Kings, who have the
highest salary base in the NHL,
thanks to their free-spending
Ar^*****************************-***** owner, ended their season precipitously Tuesday night when
they lost 3-0 to Edmonton and
were eliminated from the Stanley
• B p>
275 S. Main
Cup playoffs.
C VC7 ING AND Fll Nt- SS
"There's no sense pointing
|
Downtown B.G.
fingers right now," said Kings
BG's most complete line of
coach Tom Webster. "You have
bicycles, accessories, and
to sit back, you have to take a
parts.
I Get Ready for Summer with:
good look at our whole year. It's
Service on all makes.
been a year of a great deal of adOver 50 years Experience.
versity. We have to assess every
20% DISCOUNT on Advent
situation. Now's just not a fingerComputers and U-locks while
pointing time."
supplies last.
The victory wrapped up the
Not valid with any other offer.
first-round series for the Oilers
in six games and sent them into
102 W. Poe Rd.
the Smythe Division finals
353-3323
against the winner of the Vancouver-Winnipeg series.
The Jets and Canucks were
Hours: Mon-Fri 7 AM-9PM / SAT 8 AM-5PM
tied 3-3 following an 8-3 victory
Jowsj^Mon^ri^^al
by Vancouver Tuesday night.

Falcons split with Akron

but felt her lack of height (5'4")
was a deferent.
"I thought my height was a real
limitation for me to play serious
college ball," Highfill said. "I
sort of miss basketball and I try
to watch the women's team as
much as I can."
Highfill's a sports fan in general. Her favorite professional
teams are the Oakland Athletics,
San Francisco 49ers and the Chicago Bulls. According to Highfill,
she's not a bandwagon fan.
"I like the A's and Niners because I'm relatively close to the
Bay Area." Highfill said. "I live
really close to Sacramento, but
the Kings stink in basketball, so I
root for Michael Jordan and the
Bulls."
As important as sports are to
Highfill, sports programming
takes a back seat when Star Trek
is on. She is a science fiction
lover and enjoys watching original Star Trek episodes and the
Star Trek movies. Her favorite
character is Captain Kirk. Highfill admires him for his leadership skills.
"I think Kirk would be the best
softball player out of his crew
because he's a good leader,"
Highfill said. "Although Spock
might be able to calculate the
percentages of where to hit the
ball in order to reach base
safely."
Highfill has seen all six Star
Trek movies and considers herself a "Trekkie." Her two
favorite movies are Star Trek IV
andW.
"Star Trek IV was very funny
and I love to laugh," Highfill
said. "I enjoyed VI because it
was their last film and I think
they did a real good job in their
finale."
When Highfill isn't facing

Klingons and other outer space
tragedies with the crew of the
U.S.S. Enterprise, she's wielding
a hot bat against opposing pitchers.
Highfill is among the team's
leaders in several offensive categories including: Batting Average: third (.307), Hits:second
(43), RBI: second (20), Doubles:
second (5),Trlples: second (2),
On-Base Percentage: second
(.333), Stolen Bases: second (7).
However, Highfill is not content with her early accomplishments.
"I have a lot to work on in the
field," Highfill said. "I think I
have pretty good physical skills,
but I have to vastly improve my
mental game.
"I'd also like to raise my batting average. By the time I graduate, I'd like to set the single
season batting average record."
With all of Highfill's goals, it's
her team which still comes first.
"I hate losing so much," Highfill said. "I'm such an emotional
person and everyone can read it
on my face."
Highfill thinks this year's Falcon squad has played better than
anyone, other than coach Joseph
and the team, could have imagined.
"We snuck up on and suprised
a lot of schools in the MidAmerican Conference this year,"
Highfill said. "And I only think
our team is going to get better
next year, even though we lose
our great senior players."
With that attitude and her science-fiction imagination, the
universe is the limit for Rachelle
Highfill.

Kings, Blues eliminated

, PROCURE

353-3060

I Lube, Oil & Filter w7 free
■
safety inspection
;
$19.95
■ Shuttle service available
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CLEVELAND BOUND FOR THE
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REGISTER AS A TEMPS PLUS
TEMPORARY... AND GET MORE THAN
A TAN THIS SUMMERGET A GREAT START ON
YOUR FUTURE!
VALUABLE EXPERIENCE
ESTABLISH CONTACTS
SOLID INCOME

All Off ice Positions. All Skill Levels
ACCOUNTING • WORD PR0CESSINC
DATA ENTRY • GENERAL OFFICE
OVER 60 CLASSIFICATIONS

ASSOCIATE _
PROGRAMMER
If you have a 4-year degree in Computer Science and
you are looking for a company willing to invest in your
training, then consider one of the fastest growing
computer companies in the country.
We are Software Alternatives, Inc. a national company,
named for the past seven years as IBM's Top Business
Partner. Our unprecedented growth has created the
need for outstanding Individuals to work In a dynamic
environment, consisting of classroom and on-the-job, to
develop basic skills in control language, utilities, RPG II,
RPG II. RPG 400 and COBOL.
We will be interviewing on campus Fri. May 1, 1992
Register in the Placement office Immediately. Or, write
to us at: Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H/V.

TempsPlus

aasxrrtoniDootaaBZjgwoBx

RICHMOND HTS

621-9000

461-1652

PARMA HTS

WIUOUGHBY

888-OS24

975-9460

ROCKY RIVER

WARRENSVIUE HTS

356-0588

248-5550

Smythe Division
Oilers 3, Kings 0
The Oilers' present put their
past to rest as they won their
Smythe Division semifinal series
from the Kings.
Bill Ranford stopped 26 shots
as the Oilers ousted the Kings,
whose roster includes five members of Edmonton's Stanley Cup
dynasty of the 1980s including
Wayne Gretzky, the league's
highest-paid player.
While Ranford and the Oilers'
checkers shut down Gretzky,
rookie Josef Berenak and Joe
Murphy gave Edmonton a 2-0
lead after one period. Berenak
beat Kelly Hrudey just 1:39 into
the game and Murphy connected
at 17:13.
Martin Gelinas, who came to

Software Alternatives, Inc.
3 Summit Park Drive • suite 700 • Independence, OH 44131
c/o Personnel Dept

the Oilers in the trade that sent
Gretzky to Los Angeles four
years a,;o, got the third goal 2:41
into the second period.
Canucks 8, Jets 3
The Canucks, led by Pavel
Bure's three goals, forced a seventh game in their Smythe Division series with Winnipeg.
The Canucks, who trailed 3-1 in
the series, took the crowd out oT
the game by the midpoint of the
first period and ran up a 5-1 lead
before the 12-minute mark of the
second.
Cliff Ronning and Tom Fergus
each added two goals for the
Canucks. Trevor Linden scored
for Vancouver, which whipped
the Jets 8-2 in the fifth game on
Sunday and will host Game 7 on
Thursday.
Keith Tkachuk scored twice
and Pat Elynuik had the other
goal for Winnipeg.
Norris Division
Blackhawks 2, Blues 1
Jeremy Roenick scored both of
his team's goals as the Blackhawks wrapped up their firstround series, winning the final
three games.
Roenick, who was second in the
league with S3 goals, got his third
and fourth of the playoffs. His
second goal was his first at even
strength since March 5 and gave
the Blackhawks a 2-0 lead at 7:54
of the second period.
Nelson Emerson scored his
third goal of the playoffs for the
Blues.

Bowl fN' Greenery
All You Can Eat
11:30-2:00
4:00-7:00

6 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
DOWNTOWN

Game 7 of that series is set for
Vancouver on Thursday night.
Elsewhere Tuesday night, Chicago eliminated St. Louis in six
with a 2-1 decision and Detroit
beat Minnesota 1-0 in overtime in
the other Norris Division semifinal. The Red Wings' victory
tied the series at three games
apiece and sent the teams back to
Detroit for Game 7.
The playoffs continue tonight
with action in the Patrick and
Adams divisions. In the Patrick,
the New York Rangers visit New
Jersey and Washington is at
Pittsburgh with both visiting
teams holding 3-2 leads. In the
Adams, Boston hopes to close out
its series at Buffalo, while Montreal hopes to do the same at
Hartford.

$3.99
$4.75

• Soup 'n' Salad • Baked Potato w/sour cream
• Hot Entrees
• Choice of Beverage
Located in the University Union
Quantum 90 card accepted aH day for off campus students
Quantum 90 card accepted 4-7 only for on campus students
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Duo performs on track, in class
byToddPallo
sports writer
Anyone who's followed Bowling Green's indoor/outdoor
track team knows Tara Allen and
Benita Thomas have played a big
role in this year's script.
They can probably give endless accounts of the points they've scored, times they have run,
or records they have set
But their successes extend far
beyond the finish line. Both Allen
and Thomas take what they do
very seriously, consequently
they've made their presence
known in other facets.
The two athletes have had a
tremendous impact on their
teammates as well.
"Tara and Benita are very
team-oriented," commented junior hurdler Leslie Moorman.
"And as a senior, Tara has been a
really good leader who stresses
team unity."
Allen is a sprinter/hurdler for
the Falcons out of St. Martin DePorrcs High School in Detroit.
This is Allen's senior season at
Bowling Green. And when you
look back at her four years, her
achievements can be seen both in
the school record books and in
the classroom.
Allen is holder of many indoor
and outdoor records for the Falcons. For example, in her
favorite event, the 400-meter
hurdles, Allen's record stands at
a cool 61.01. And in the indoor
500-meter she has run 1:17.84 for
top honors.
This is not to mention the number of record-holding relays that
she has been a part of.
'To me, records are a mark of
accomplishment," Allen said,
"and when I look back at them,
I'm reminded of the progress I've made."
Allen also remembers the
difficulty she had adjusting to
the collegiate scene.
"The workouts were harder,
and the school work was more
challenging," Allen said.
But Allen perservered through
hard work and determination. It
is the kind of hard work that
earned the senior Finance major
The BG News/Tim Norman
an academic scholarship from
Eastman-Kodak, in addition to an
Senior sprinter Benita Thomas runs toward her goals of making the internship with them two sumNCAA Championships and breaking 53.0 seconds in the 400-meter mers ago.
After graduation, she will redash.

turn to Eastman-Kodak for another internship. Then she plans
to attend graduate school at Purdue University next fall, where
she will study Finance.
Benita Thomas is a junior
transfer who recently came to
Bowling Green from Baldwin
Wallace. She transferred to BG
primarily for the training and
competition consistently found
on the Division I level. Rather
than sit out a year in transferring, Thomas decided to walk-on
the track team at Bowling Green.
She didn't want to miss out on a
year of training.
"At Baldwin-Wallace, it was
difficult to get the competitive
training through out the season,"
Thomas said. "It usually wasn't
until nationals (late in the year)
that I finally started to get my
times down."
Still, her times were good
enough to earn a spot on the Division III All-American team.
And now that she is getting this
competitive training, she continues to make her presence felt.
"I love the competition, and as
a result I'm running a lot better,"
Thomas said, "but I would like to
do a lot better."
With all the points she has
scored (for example, at one recent meet Thomas took first
place four events), it may seem
as though Thomas is hard on herself. When in reality it is just that
she has set her standards a little
higher.
Thomas is closing in on the
school record in the 400-meter
dash (54.33), but she has set her
sights on something a little more
challenging.
"My goal is to make it to
nationals (NCAA Championships)," Thomas said, "and to hit
53.0 in the 400-meter dash."
Tke BC Newi/TIm Nannu
Thomas' goals and challenges
exist in the classroom as well- Senior hurdler Tara Allen holds the school record In the 400-meter at
she is an Accounting major with 61.01 and will be attending graduate school at Purdue to study
a 3.0 grade point average. Her Finance.
achievements earned her an academic scholarship at BaldwinWallace. Next up for Thomas is a
«v.*,.
possible summer internship with
the Accounting firm of Ernst and
Young.
If the past is any indication of
the future, we can continue to
expect the best out of Tara Allen
and Benita Thomas, be it on the
track or in the corporate business world.
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Thursday's Special
All You Can Eat
BBQ, Chicken and Ribs $4.75
Located in the University Union

Knicks lead series, Nets hang on
by The Associated Press

The Knicks can wrap up the
best-of-5 opening-round series
Friday night.
In another Eastern Conference
series, New Jersey stayed alive
with a 109-104 victory over
Cleveland, which still leads 2-1.
In the West, the Los Angeles
Clippers also earned another
chance with a 98-88 victory over
Utah, which still leads 2-1, and
Seattle took a 2-1 lead over Golden State with a 129-128 victory.
All three series resume Thursday night.

This time, it was the New York
Knicks who looked like playoff
veterans and the Detroit Pistons
who made the mistakes.
The Knicks, who lost the homecourt advantage when they
dropped an 89-88 decision to Detroit on Sunday, got it back on
Tuesday by outlasting the Pistons 90-87 at The Palace.
Patrick Ewing, whose misfires
on Sunday hurt the Knicks badly,
scored 12 of his 32 points in the
fourth quarter and added four
Three other series continue tomore in overtime. His jumper in
night: Chicago is at Miami, Portthe lane with 13.4 seconds left in land visits the Los Angeles
regulation forced OT.
Lakers and Phoenix is at San An"I got off to a slow start," said tonio, with all three visitors lookEwing, who scored just eight
ing for a sweep.
points in the first half. "But I was
doing other things. I was reNets 109, Cavaliers 104
bounding, blocking shots."
The Pistons, who showed why
The Nets won a postseason
they won two World Championships by executing flawlessly game for the first time in 11 tries
down the stretch in Game 2, did since 1984 as Drazen Petrovic
little right when it mattered this and Derrick Coleman led a
time. They blew a three-point fourth-quarter rally that overlead in the final minute, then came a 10-point deficit at the
couldn't get off a shot, let the Meadowlands.
The Nets, whose 7-for-ll shootKnicks get in front in overtime
and wasted several chances to tie ing from 3-polnt range overcame
a 27-6 deficit at the free-throw
or win in the final seconds.

line, fell behind 92-82 midway
through the fourth quarter before rallying.
Petrovic scored 9 of his 20
points and Coleman had 8 of his
22 during a game-closing 27-12
run. Chris Morris, who hit 12 of
14 shots, finished with 28 points
but did not take a shot in the
fourth quarter.
Larry Nance had 28 points and
14 rebounds, Mark Price scored
19 points and John Williams 18
for the Cavaliers.

Clippers 98, Jazz 88
Doc Rivers scored all 15 of his
points in the second half as Los
Angeles, making its first playoff
appearance in 16 years, shut
down Utah's big guns to stay
alive.
The Clippers held Karl Malone,
who had 32 points in each of the
first two games, to 22 points and
10 rebounds to force Game 4.
Jeff Malone, who had 53 points in
the first two games, scored only
11.

EXAM SPECIAL
Sunday, April 26 - Thursday, April 30
Sunday, May 3 - Thursday. May 7
study and relax in the privacy of your own room at
11

Falcon Pla
nd*p*rtd«niry owfO t op*ral*d

$24.95
per night for a single or double room
• feorly check-in ond late cheefc-out timer• Continental Breakfast
• Coffee available 24 Hours

IJmlir* Mabrr of rNw i>«lli6l« it lUi nit
Advaocr rmrvKioai required: preseoi valid BGSU ID u
cbeck-in Not vihd for family, frwndi and other noo-uudeon

352-4671

,
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Summer & Fall
Fox Run
Haven House

INTRODUCING THE 1992-93
FALCON CHEERLEADING SQUAD

Piedmont
Houses

All rentals include full
use of Cherry wood Health Spa

\

PREFERRED PROPERTIES \
4

Office in Cherrywood Health Spa

jl

'i
I

8th & High
352-9378

jl
$

Terri Brophy, Capt.
Jessica Finneran
Cindy Foreman
Kristy Froehlich
Dina Hutton
Rebecca Jeffrey
Colleen Alig
Aimee Lilly

G
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I BUY A REGULAR FOOTLONG SUB,
GET A SIX INCH SUB FOR 99 <
1

FREE DELIVERY SERVICE!
353-0204

"
Delivery Hours: Thurs, Fri, Sat 3pm to 10pm
I
Minimum Delivery $3.50
I WOODLAND MALL SUBWAY ONLY!

tSUBWRV"

BEST WESTERN,

(located across from Harshman Dorm)

Includes

Quantum 90 Cards Accepted after
4:30 for on-campus students
Quantum 90 Cards accepted all day
for 95+ plan holders

Greg Jones, Capt.
Jeff Kljun
Jay Rottinghaus
Ryan Sellers
Jim Starek
Jeff Trainer
Dean Wheeler

CONGR A TULA TIONS!

HEY!
The BG News
wants you
(yes you)
to write, copy edit or
take photos this
summer
Earn valuable practical experience
and have fun with fun people
Call Jackie at 372-2603 or stop by
210 West Hall for information
and application
Deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday, April 30.

&

Classified
page ten

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
AtWfioon all new Phi Eta Stgma
Spring Inmates and Members
Reminder, Spring Initiation is
Sunday, May 3, from 1 -3 p.m
CONGRATULATIONS TO NEXT YEAR'S
SMAEXEC.
BOARD MEMBERS
Co-Chairs MATT MCGLOVE A TOOO PALLO
Treasurer TOOO MARSH
Professional Development
PATRICK TURNER 4 BRIAN KONOPKA
Fundraising ERIC KROETSCH
Newsletter KELLY HYNE A KELLEY WERNER
Congratulations
Dance Program Information Meeting
Thursday, April 30th. 8 00 p m
Room 206 Eppler North
Open to anyone curious about dance as a
major, manor and/or a performing opportunity.
Fa* 92 sign-up for Women's Sett-Esteem
Support Group Wednesdays, 130-3 00
Meet new people, increase self-awareness,
reduce stress! Must call Sheila or Ellen at
372-2130 to Pre-Reqisie'
Is someone else's use of alcohol or other drugs
causing problems in your life7 Learn to cope1
Join Fill '92 Concerned Person* Support
Group Tuesdays 5 6 30 p.m. Call 372-2130
for more info
REGGAE at Easy Street
The ARK band (top ranking)
Fnday.May I (Ine Vibes)
TOMORROW NIGHT!
REGGAE - Easy Street
The ARK Band (Top Ranking)
WBGU A WFAL PRESENT:
"DONT GET SCREWED"
A celebration for Education!
Thursday, April 30th. outside Student Services
- Come out and hear Ton. Vambo Marble Eye,
Gone Daddy Finch. Derek Wolfgram. Merry
Can Men, Tom Gorman, Scapegoat &
speakers'
BETHERE
Would you like to have
A panel from the Lesbian and Gay Alliance
speak to your class or group?
LAGA panels are interesting A informative
and would like to answer your questions.
Please caB 3S2-LAGA M. W. or F 7-10pm
At least two weeks in advance

LOST & FOUND
ATTENTION: If you have my camera from our
party at 806 E. Wooster, $20 reward A no
questions, please call or drop it off. 354-2962

SERVICES OFFERED

AOD • MORTAP. BOARD• AGD
Congratulations toCarrie Waller V.P. ol Selections and Melissa Young. V.P. ol Initiation on
their selection and offices to Mortar Board
AGD ■ MORTAR BOARD ■ AGD
AGD-UAA-AGD
Way to go Michelle OeMatale on your UAA
Presidency!
AGD'UAA-AGD
Alpha Gams ' Sigma Ch Is
The sisters ol AGD would like to thank our
wonderful Alpha Gam Man. Jimmy Cosmo, lor
all the great treatal
Alpha Game • Sigma Chi
Alpha Gams' Alpha Gams
Get excited for the "not so formal" formal dinner, and look for a surprise involving 4 special
sisters!
Alpha Game' Alpha Gams

ATTENTION BUSINESS STUDENTS
SUMME H BUSINE SS CO-OPS
GAIN EXPERIENCE FOR CAREER
EARN 11850 MONTH
INFORMATIONAL MEETINGS
THURSDAY APRIL 30
4PM AND 6 30PM
300 EPPLER SOUTH

LSAT * GRE " GMAT * MCAT
Test preparation classes forming now)
Call Stanley H. Kaplan Educational
Center for details 5363701
Pregnant?
We can help FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
Info and support - BG Pregnancy Center
Call 354 HOPE
STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRAUA
Information on semester, year, graduate.
summer and internship programs in Perth,
Townsvtile. Sydney, and Melbourne. Programs
atari at $3520. Call 1 -800-678 3696
Summer Storage Space Available
Buckeye Self - Storage Near Campus.
Please Call 352-1520
TYPING SERVICES
Reasonable Rates with Accuracy
Call 352-3967 from Bam til 9pm

AXO-AXO"AXO-AXO
Alpha Chi Omega
a house that stands UN

oeoeoeoeoeoeoeoeoe jj

Hey
Lambda Chi's
Grab a date
and
don't be late!
We will see you
at the House
at eight.
AXA DATE DASH
eoeoe^soeoeoeoeoeoe|

Female Roommate needed for summer
$250 total or BO 2nd St 353 1308
GUITARISTS NEEDED (Bass & Lead)
tor Alternative Rock Band
Contact: TIAC Productions at 419-473-6817
HELP! Two graduating seniors need subleasers for summer. Whole apt. needs rented
2 bedrooms, 1 t/2 bath, new carpet, air conditioning < ONLY $325 a month. Contact Mary or
Christie at 352-1046 for more info.
Housemates wanted Male, non-smoker, own
room. Summer 1992-93 $150 plus utilities
ClsUnee 655 3084
Needed Female roommate lor summer. Own
room. $125/mo. or $300 for entire summer.
Call Amy 352-5813.
Nee 1 bedroom for sublease.
$475.00 for ENTIRE summer.
Chris 354-1203.
Nee 1 bedroom in BG
$475 for entire summer
Chns 1 866-9056
One female subleaser needed lor Fa" '92 semester ONLY. Close to campusi Call Janet at
3525193.

AXO-AXO-AXO-AXO
let place In Beta Race
let place Beta Spirit
Beta Queen

One female subleaser needed for summer.
House close to campus. 353-0309 (Ask tor
Karen or Calhleen)

Some things never changei

Responsible Non-smoking female roommate
wanted for Fall Semester. Call Loretta at
354-5791 (Village Green Aps )

AXO'AXO-AXO-AXO

•AXO-AXO"AXO-AXO
Bobs, skaters, wedge, fade, flap, buzz, high
I light, spike, flat tops, GO look, ALL f 7.00.
Campus Headquarters Salon. 354-2244

Subleaser wanted May • Aug. 10. 2 bdr. apt.
own room $466 ♦ etec entire summer. Can
Jody35? 7804
Sublet - May thru Md Aug Own bed and bath.
Rent negotiable Call 354-8450

Donica.
I hate you from The Heart Of My Bottom.
Happy Birthday' We'll Celebrate this summer.
Greg

Summer Sublease
Unfurn.1 bdrm apt 630 1/2Elm.
Fenced-in backyard. Ideal for cookoutsl
Call 352-3327 for more into.

Fall -92 Sign-up lor African American Women's Self Esteem Support Group. Must call
Sheila or Ellen at 372-2130 to pre register
Hey Uptown Girlsl
You're the besti Mayhem andf2ii
Have a great day. neighbors*

INTRAMURAL FORFEIT FEES THIS SEMESTER FORFEIT FEES MUST BE PICKED
UP BY WEDNESOAY MAY 6, 1992. THE OFFICE WILL BE OPEN FINALS WEEK FROM
100 5 00 p.m. WINNERS OF T-SHIRTS
MUST ALSO BE PICKED UP BY MAY 6.1992
Janie,
I've had a great year. Thank you for everything
you've done for me. Have a great summer.
Love,

Mark

HELP WANTED

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries- Earn$5,000plus/month.
Free transportation i
Room A Board! Over 8.000 openings.
No experience necessary. Male or Female.
For employment program call 1-206-545-415S

ext 1755,
ASSEMBLERS; Excellent income to assembly
products from your home 504-646-1700
DEPT. P6255
Business Opportunity for Mature
Indiv. Resp. for soiiciatation A deliv.
(5 days/wk.) for the NY Times
on campus next year. Comiss ♦ Bonus.
Call 1-800-535-5031
Leave name and number and what time
you can be reached lor Mke Mooney.

Mini-Storage
Available for Summer.

352 9376
Nails •floerglass-*35,flll-$17.
Acrylic t25. fill-* 15
Nail piercing, $5.00
Campus Headquarters ■ 354-2244

RECOVERY GROUP
Recovery's not easyl Join a support group to
make rha struggle easier. Call Sheila or Ellen
at 372-2130 for more info.
RE0RUM REORUM
Rick. You were such a guy'
Thanks for the fun.
Good luck on your exams'
Trish
SebeatlanaNaxxusSale
Campus Headquarters Salon
425 E. Wooatar ■ 354-2244
The Brothers ol Alpha Sigma Phi wish tie
best of luck to Tau Kappa Epsllon with their
efons ol recolonization
True spiral perms - $50.00
Campus Headquarters Sslon
425 E. Wooaler ■ 354-2244
WBGU 5 WFAL PRESENT:
"DONT GET SCREWED"
A celebration for Education'
Thursday, April 30th, outside Student Services
- Coma out A hear Ton, Vambo Marble Eye,
Gone Daddy Finch, Derek Wolfgram. Many
Can Man, Tom Gorman, Scapegoat 4
speakers'
BE THERE!
Wood Lane volunteers are talented, dynamic, caring, resourceful, fun-loving, enInualaatle, Iruelworlri, loyal, and kind I

WANTED
1 female nonsmoking roommate 'or 92-92
school year. Nee, furnished apt., dose to
campus (Frazee Ave.) Cal 352-8216.
1 male subleaser needed for Summer 92 Fox
Run AC. Washer Dryer, etc. Call 352-6360.
1 mature, non-smoking female roommate to
share 2 bdrm. apt. for Fal/Spnng. Rant is
tlMMo. « etecinc Call 352 1186 ASAP.
1 non smoking female IO share 2 bdroom apt.
w/3 girls for 9293 Call 2-1127 - am.
machine.
i io 2 norvsmokino rmtes. needed for summer
at Fox Run. RenTneg. Call 354-7371.

POLITICAL WORK
Citizen Action ft Toxic Action now interviewing
tor summer A permanent positions. Work on
state ft nail consumer ft environmental campaigns AdvancementAteneftts/training Earn
$300-$450 per week. Positions avail, in
Toledo, Akron. Dayton. Cinci.. Columbus. Call
241-9093
MAKE A DIFFERENCE
STOP"! Need a Job Now and lor Summer?
Earn $3 per envelope mailing our Sales Circulars! Stavt Immediately' Send a Long S A S
Envelope CMP Distributing Dept C-100. P O
Box 1066.Forked River.NJ 06731.
Students needed for painting A rmsc.
Full-time wont during Summer.
Phone 352-7365

SUMMER INTERNSHIPS
ENHANCE YOUR RESUME
EARN $5,300
COLLEGE CREDIT AVAILABLE
CALL 352-0909
Swimming Instructor/Lifeguard needed at
Holiday Park Fitness Club. Must have current
WSI. Part-Dme. afternoons ft evenings. Apply
at 27511 Holiday Lane, Perrysburg or call
874-8442.
Van driver, pt-time position. To provide transportation to A bom social service agency. Must
be between 21-65. have a valid driver's license. A excel!, driving record. Submit resume
toPOBox738.BG;EO£
Wanted: Funky guitarist to play A gig with bassist drummer A singer. Influence: from Parliament to Primus.
Call Bryan 372-5052

FOR SALE
'82 VW Jena Diesel
Runs good. 40mpg
$900o bo
Call Alex 352-1743
'84 Toyota Tercel Wgn., dependable. Air. auto,
cruise, new stereo, 103,000 miles. $1,000. Call
354-1206 Dave
"LOFT"
Buy 1 tor $40 00 or both tor $70
Call Mke. 352-2458
1980 Honda Accord LX Dependable and well
maintained. Great stereo system. Asking
$i '50 Ca.: Loo at 353-1111 lordotails
1981 Subaru DL 4x4. very dependable, new
exhaust, little rust, great mileage, sunroof,
extras. AM/FM cas w/ power BOOSTER
Moving, so must sell under book price.
$ii00.oo<neg [Charley352-1556.
8 piece fine china dishes - $20.
Couch - $20, Chair - $35.

1992-93 Summer A Fall Rentals. 2 bdrm.
furn apts. Free water, sewer, heal. AC. HBO.
Call 352-2663
2 bdrm. furnished apartment. Utilities included
except electric Open summer A fall.
2 bdrm furnished house. Utilities included except electric. Open 'or summer. 669-3036

Certy Rentals - Phone 353-0325
Houses tor 3-6 students.
Also, single rooms, includes all utilities.
AH near campus • Office 316 E. Merry A3

2 bdrm.. air cond.. ceiling fan, new appliances,
freshly painted, new carpet A tie Heat included l"_rent1353-77iSJ

CATCH THAT SUMMER FEELING!
2 Bedrooms
at
Super Rates I
R.E, MANAGEMENT
113 Railroad St
352-9302
Mention this ad and get additional savings on
your new summer lease I

2 bedroom triplex.
Close to campus with parking, new carpet.

DONT MISS THESE!
825 Third St.

2 bdrm. house central AX A 1 car garage. A
vail. July 1st. $500 * UDI. i yr lease. Call
353-6982 A leave message.

315 N Mam

Call 354-1790
2 BEDROOMS!
505 Clough St
615 Second St
841 Eighth St.
755 Manville
Wrth ad receive $200 ofl 1st months rent.
1 ad per lease
R.E. Management
113 Railroad St.

313 N. Main
One bedrooms with
R.E. MANAGEMENT
113 Railroad St.

352-9302
With ad receive $150 off
1 st months rent. One ad per lease.
Efficiency. 704 1/2 Sixth St 352-1430.

352-9302

Efficiency A one bedroom apartments available Call Mecca Management at 353-5800.

5 bedroom house very close to campus. We
are graduanng and need subieasers! We will
pay May's rent. Call 354-5297

Furn 1 or 2 bdrm. apts. $460-480 includes uW.
Avail, in August. 1 yr. lease only Call 353-6982
A leave message

92-93 SUMMERA FALL RENTALS
OVER 500 UNITS
Effic.. one bdrm., two bdrm.,
houses A duplexes
Stop into
319 E. WOOSTER
(across from Taoo Bell)
Speak with our friendly staff or call
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
354-2260

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS
800 THRID STREET
1992-93 leases. Only 4 one-bedroom units remain. Summer openings lor one and two bedroom units. Air conditioned A reasonable.
Hurryl 352-4966.
Jay-Mar
The Highlands
1 and 2 bdrm. apts. AC. furnyunfurn . dean,
on sight management, parking, great place to
live. 354-6036.10-Spm.

Available immediately, furnished apartment.
Air Cond.. water, heat included. Max - 2 persons Close to campus. $280/month. Cad
352-2247
BARGAIN!
3 subleeeeni needed for Summer! M or F to
share apt. w/1 male. 2 bedrooms available
In huge, very nice apt. near campus, bars.
Individuals O.K., we'll look for roommates.
$130.00 a month. A.k tor Mlka or Mlm.
353-1219
MARTEN RENTALS
We have apartments tor traditional students,
grads and couples. Please call for more information on locations and rates tor Spring,
Summer and Fall.
352-3445'Hours 9-9

Large one Bdrm. Available May Aug 14.
Utilities/Cable included $225/monov
Call 354-7258. Leave Message.
Roommate needed for Fall Rent $212/mo. *
elect ($l0/mo) No smoking Mature, Quiet
individual preferred Call Tom 354-7159.
SUMMER RENTALS
Apts ' Rooms * Houses

Call 353-0325

Summer Storage Space Available
Buckeye Self-Storage. Near Campus
Please Call 352-1520
Summer sublet, huge 7 room apt.
1 block off campus.
Price negotiable. Call 352-3540.

Nice 1 bedroom in BG
$475 for entire Summer
Chna 1-866-9058
Now leasing i, 2, A 3 bedroom apts. A houses.
1 yr. lease. Yes, we allow pets. Call after 1pm.
354-6800.
Own room in house with own bathroom for
rent. Has porch and backyard $350 for summer. Call Tr.cia after 6pm 352-4536.

Two bedroom duplex 704 Sixth St 352 1430
Why rent when U can buy?
4 bedroom. 2 story. Nicely decorated. 1 1/2
balhs. Call John 353-5908 or R.R. Server Real
Estate Co. 354-3164

Call 354-6895.
250 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed'
Pnvaie. coed summer camp in Pocono Mtns.,
NE Pennsylvania. Lohikan, Box 234 BG.
Kenilworth. NJ 07033 (906) 276-0998.

MCM
To the smartest guy on campusi I love you.
Thank you tor always being here for me
through! this rough year. Next year I will be
here for you. maybe not in sight, but always in
my mind and heart. ForeverMLW

Psychic Extravaganza' Saturday, May 2.
11am-5pm. Upper level of Tuxedo Junction.
110 North Main, BG Come experience the
Midwest's best psychics, unique items, free
lectures throughout day, door prizes and tun
lor all. Aomisson $2, Si, with student I.D.

AQO-AQO-AOO
The Sisters of Alpha Gam wish everyone good
luck on exams, and have a great summer tool
AGD•AGD•AGD

2 people needed Fall-Spring. 92-93 Fox Run
Apt., Washer and dryer. $150/mo. ♦ util. Call
Joe or Dave at 354 6878.

One lemale roommate 'or "92-93. Must be
somewhat neat, organized and easy-going.
Must be able to study and have fun. Will look
lor our 2 bdrm apt, logetheri Contact Mary at
372-4043.

•••PHIMU-"
We love our VIP-! - kMp up the
goodworkllll
•••PHI NO""

-WE WANT TO ADOPT'
Loving, educated couple wishes to adopt a
baby. We can provide a warm, stable home.
Call Barbe or Craigl<19)893-1277.

2 or 3 non-smoking female sublease's Furn.
duplex 1/2 deposit. $200/mo. + util.
353-0124

AXO-AXO-AXO-AXO

PARTY: Friends of S Nolssmger 4 G Harper
2 K together. Graduation bash May 8 10
a.m.-1 a.m. Bring snacks, see you mere

■ Leslie Brian •
Thank you for being the msol awesome roomie
and lor making my senior year the best year at
BG We've made such a precious friendship
out of one year as roomies and I'll cherish u
forever. I'm sure going to miss you and I can't
wait to (finally) hear you sing at my wedding
Always keep in touchll love yal
•Kithy

i-3 sublease's needed for Summer. Furnished
house on Wooster, across from Founder's.
$150 per month Call 353 3606.

The sisters ol Alpha Chi Omega would like to
wish our graduanng seniors the best ol luck in
the future. We will miss you all very much1

PERSONALS

"DEAF AWARENESS DAY * *
MYTH Deal people don't attend college
FACT: The Deal can attend Gallaudet College
In Wain. DC. or any college they wish, including BCSU.
Learn more today 10-2pm on the Education
Bklg sieps Sponsored by Fnendsol the Deal.

1-2 mala roommates for 92-93 school year. 2
bedroom very large apartment on E. Merry.
Si SO month ♦ etec. Please, we need help1 Call
(372-3434) leave message.

AXO'AXO'AXO-AXO

■13

HYTECH COMPUTER SERVICES
24 Hr Voice Mail Answering Service
Only IS 00 per Month (Try It Freel)
Also: Fax, Word Processing, Resumes
Software, disks. Etc. Call 352-2250

Thursday, April 30,1992

The BG News

CLEVELAND BOUND: DIAIAMFRICA in
Rocky River needs communicators to contact
clients by phone1 Flexible scheduling Earn lop

$$

216-333 3367
Dancers • Must be eighteen and up. Will train.
Can make up io $1000 weekly. Come see our
show. Fireplace Lounge. Port Clinton. Ohio.
1-734-9051 (Tom)
Dishwasher, part time, nighbvweekends.
Apply at Days Inn.
1550 E. Wooster.
EBSCO Telephone Service
113 N. Main St -NOW HIRING'
Learn a marketable skill and make money.
Co-ops and internships available.
Flexible part-time & full-time hours.
Guaranteed hourly wage * bonus based on
sales. Extensive training program and follow
through.
Stop in for applications after 4pm, Mon-Fri
Experienced bicycle mechanic wanted. Must
be here tor summer Shop references required.
Apply in person al Cycle Werks, 248 S. Main.
Minimum one year experience needed.
Grounds person needed for large apt. community. Experience preferred. Must be reliable,
responsible ft 1 Byrs or older. References requested Part-Dme 7am -1pm. M-F. May - Sept.
Apply in person only at Fox Chase Apis . 7300
Nightingale. Holland. OH 43528 EOE.
Help wanted tor cleaning rental properties
starting 5/9 Phone 352-7365.
Island Bike Rental on Put-In-Bay is now hiring
tor the 1992 Summer season. For applications
call 285-2016 or write P.O. Box 419, PuMnBay. OH 43456.
Lifeguards
National Property Management firm has poetDons available tor 1992 season. Experience
and certification required. Must be 18 yrs. or
older Apply in person only at Fox Chase Apts..
7300 Nightingale. Holland. OH 43528 EOE.
Loving, experienced, full-time chad care provider needed in our home tor our 2 yr. old. Rof
erences required Call 354-0065 after 6pm
Models wanted tor photographer's New York
portfolio. Wll exchange photos for your time.
Call 353-6003

6i Mustang new rear brakes, exhaust. Best
offer Call Jody 352-7804.
Artistic Imp'esslons
An tor your home or office
Gallery Art at affordable prices.
Large selection
Helen M. Rasar' 837-9073. after 5pm
Couch / Pull out bed
Good Condition
$65 or BO Call 352-1762
Dorm Size Refridgeraior
Good Condition $50
Call Alex at 352-1743
Dorm-size refrigerator - $60
Call 2 5409
FLORIDA/BAHAMAS VACATION
7 day/6 night trip 'or 2 Including all accommodation A cruise to Bahamas. Good lor over
15 mos. $390. Call Sue at 352-7173.
FOR SALE: IBM PC Compatible (8068).
640kRAM. 20 MB hard drive, 12 in monochrome monitor, $350 Computer Science Dept,
372-2330.
Hate the laundramal? I have your solution. Apt.
sized Hoover washer A dryer pair. Require no
hookups. Excellent condition. Must sell $150
lor pair Call 352-2412.
IBM - Compatible SVGA Monitor lor Sale Best
offer by Fn. Call 352-5289.

Congratulations
Jim Morris

Living room furniture:
Coucrvh;de-a-bed and chair.
Best offer 372-7357.

O

Matching; couch and chair. Very good con*
dltion. $20 tor both! H's e steel! Call
354-7995.
Need a home alereo system?
JVC Top of the line, programmable reciever
Realistic cassette deck with music sequch
Pyramid Heii Drive floor speakers with
monster cable 30-250 wans.
Over $1000 new, Sell tor 8350.
Call Enc. 352 2206' Must sell >
NEED TO SELL I
Single Bed- $10
Desk $20
Bookcase- $15
Rocking Chair • $10
All in good condition
Call Becky
354-6871
Nintendo w/22 cartridges.

$200. (neg.)
372-1863
Racing bicycle. Men's (must be around 5*10" of
height). 1991 Specialized Epic virtually brand
new. Inc. 'Look' dipless pedals, shimano components, easy-glide bar-end shifting, computer, and morel Bought all $1450. Will sell all for
$950.00 (neg) Ask tor Charley 352-1556.
Red Raleigh 25" Pursuit 10-speed Lightweight
louring bike great tor taller person (5'10" and
up)Mustsefl-$85o.b.o.
Call Don at 372-5665.
Room atr condt SOOObtu.
4 cents an hour o operate,
brand new. Leas than 40 hr» ol use
$200. Please call 352-0680

NEED A SUMMER JOB?
Painting Company looking for Foreman and
Painters to do work In Columbus area tor unbeatable wages. Call Damn at 1 -800-327-2468
ext 117

Roundtrip Airline Ticket. Detroit Ml to Jacksonville, Fla. Leave May 11. return May 19.
Paid $312.00. Will sell tor $200 00 (negotiable)
Dates, times A destination can be changed tor
$75.00extra. Call 354-8757.

NORTHWEST COLUMBUS STUDENTS
Painting Company looking for foremen and
painters tor summer work. Great money ft
benefits Call Dave al 372-1167.

FOR RENT

Painters wanted - call
352-2707 anytime.

1 bdrm. apt., air cond., pas heat Included. Full
bail, lg. closets, pain, pnvaie entry. Pels a
walerpeds O.K. 353-7715.

Servers, pan-time.
Apply at Days Inn.
15S9£.Woosier.

1 bdrm. lum. or unlurn. apis.
Ou»l atmosphere ' close to campus

NMM

The BG News
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April 20 - April 24
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